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Abstract
We calculate some quandle cohomology groups; the rational cohomology groups of any 'nite
Alexander quandles, the second cohomology groups with a 'nite 'eld coe3cient of any 'nite
Alexander quandles over a 'nite 'elds, and the third cohomology groups of the 'nite Alexander
quandles of the form Zp[T; T−1]=(T − !).
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0. Introduction
The quandle cohomology was introduced in [1]. Let (X; ∗) be a quandle. For any
abelian group A, the graded module Cn(X; A) and the di>erential 
 is de'ned as follows:
Cn(X; A) =Map(X n; A);
(
f)(x0; : : : ; xn) =
n∑
i=1
(−1)if(x0; : : : ; xi−1; xi+1; : : :)
−
n∑
i=1
(−1)if(x0 ∗ xi; : : : ; xi−1 ∗ xi; xi+1 : : : ; xn):
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The graded abelian subgroup P is de'ned as follows:
Pn(X; A) = {f∈Cn(X; A) |f(x0; : : : ; xn−1) = 0 if xi+1 = xi
for some 06 i6 n− 2}:
The space 
(Pn) is contained in Pn+1. Thus the quandle cohomology group H∗(X; A)
is de'ned as H∗(X; A) = (Ker 
 ∩ P∗)=(Im 
|P∗).
It was shown in [1] that a 2-cohomology class gives the invariant of knotted curves
and that a 3-cohomology class gives the invariant of knotted surfaces. It is expected
that we can derive many new invariants from the theory of quandles. For that purpose,
the 'rst step is to calculate the second and third cohomology groups for Alexander
quandles.
Some calculations by other authors have also been done. In [2] and the letter [5],
computer calculations were performed. Litherland and Nelson [6] have some calcula-
tions that overlap with those here, and Etingof and Gran˜a have computed the rational
cohomology in all dimensions. These last calculations indicate that the lower bounds
in [2] are equalities. (See also [3].)
In this paper, we will calculate the followings:
• The rational cohomology groups of all degrees for any 'nite Alexander quandle.
More generally, the cohomology groups H∗(X; K) where K is a 'eld whose charac-
teristic number is coprime to the order of the 'nite Alexander quandle X .
• The second cohomology groups with a 'nite 'eld coe3cient for Alexander quandles
over a 'nite 'eld. We give explicitly the cocycles and the base of the cohomology
group.
• The third cohomology groups of the quandle Zp[T ]=(T − !), where Zp denotes
Z=pZ and ! 	= 0; 1. We give explicitly the cocycles, the base of the cohomology
group.
We obtain some torsion cocycles concretely. The author hopes that they are useful in
the theory of knots.
We explain our method and result. We need the individual considerations in each
case.
0.1. Rational cohomology groups of all degree
Let X be a 'nite Alexander quandle and K be a 'eld whose characteristic number is
coprime to the order of X . The quandle X has naturally the structure of abelian group.
We have the action  of the group X on the set X ; (a)(x) = x + a. Since the action
preserves the quandle structure, the abelian group X acts on the complex P∗(X; K).
For an irreducible representation , we denote the subspace of elements f such that
(a)(f) = (a)f by P∗ . The representation P
∗(X; K) is canonically decomposed as⊕
 P
∗(X; K), where  runs through the irreducible representations of X . We can
calculate the cohomology group of the complex P∗ . Then we obtain the following
result.
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Theorem 0.1 (Theorem 1.1). Let X be a 7nite Alexander quandle. Let K be a 7eld
whose characteristic number is coprime to the order of X . Consider the trivial Alexan-
der quandle MX =X=(1−T )X . The canonical morphism of quandles  :X → MX induces
an isomorphism of the quandle cohomology groups ∗ :H∗( MX ; K)→ H∗(X; K).
For comparison with the known result [2,5], see Section 1. Litherland informed
the author that a similar result is independently obtained by Litherland and Nelson
whose method is applicable to some quandles other than 'nite Alexander quandles [6].
The referee informed the author that Etingof and Gran˜a have computed the rational
cohomology group for general 'nite quandles [4].
0.2. The second quandle cohomology group of an Alexander quandle over a 7nite
7eld
If the characteristic number of the 'eld K is not coprime to the order of X , then
the method to use the representation of the abelian group X does not work so well.
The author does not know a general e>ective method to obtain the concrete cocycles
in that case. We restrict our attention to the case that there is some prime p such
that px = 0 for any element x∈X , i.e., X is a Zp-module. In this case we call X a
'nite Alexander quandle over the 'eld Zp. Then X is isomorphic to a quandle of the
following form:
X =
⊕
!∈ MZp
m!⊕
=1
K!;[T!;]=(T!; − !)l!;  :
Here MZp denotes the algebraic closure of the 'nite 'eld Zp and K!; is a 'eld which
contains !. We identify X with the set
∏
!; K
l!; 
!; by the following correspondence:
X 
∑
!
m!∑

l!;∑
j=1
(!− T!;)j−1x!;; j ↔
∏
!;
(x!;; j)∈
∏
!
m!∏

Kl!;  :
Assume that K is a 'eld that contains all of the K!;. We identify the space C1(X; K)
of the K-valued functions on the set X with the space of K-coe3cient polynomials
whose degree with respect to each variable x!; is less than |K!;| − 1. We have that
Cn(X; K) =
⊗n
K C
1(X; K). In particular, any element of the chain group C2(X; K) can
be regarded as a polynomial of the variables x!;; j, y!;; j (!∈ MZp; =1; : : : ; m!; j=
1; : : : ; l!;).
We give some cocycles. We put MX = X=(1 − T )X . The functions on MX × MX give
cocycles, which are called trivial cocycles. We have the action of the ring C1(X; K) on
the 2-cocycles by the following multiplication: for any f∈C1(X; K) and g∈P2(X; K),
we put (f · g)(x; y) = f(x) · g(x; y). We put 1;; s; l := (y1;; l − x1;; l)ps for any
 = 1; 2; : : : ; m1 and any natural number s such that ps ¡ |K1;| (the order of K1;). It
is easy to check that they are cocycles. Note that if l¡ l1; then it is a coboundary.
We also have the following cocycles in the form of polynomials. For such an Alexan-
der quandle X , we denote the set S={(!; ) | l!;¿ 1}. Let ((!1; 1; s1); (!2; 2; s2); r)
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be a tuple of (!i; i)∈S, natural numbers si and a natural number r with the conditions
that !p
s1
1 ·!p
s2
2 =1 and that r6min(l!1 ;1 ; l!2 ;2 ). We consider the following conditions:
1. (!1; 1) 	= (!2; 2). Or (!1; 1) = (!2; 2) and s1 ¿s2.
2. (!1; 1; s1) = (!2; 2; s2), !1 = !2 =−1 	= 1, the number r is even.
3. (!1; 1; s1) = (!2; 2; s2), !1 = !2 = 1, the number r ¿ 2 is odd.
4. (!1; 1; s1) = (!2; 2; s2), !1 = !2 = 1, the number r is 2.
For a data satisfying one of conditions 1 or 2, we have a cocycle of the following
form:
!(!1 ;1 ;s1);(!2 ;2 ;s2);r = y
ps1
!1 ;1 ;1
(y!2 ;2 ;r − x!2 ;2 ;r)p
s2
+
∑
t16r; t26r−1
t1+t26r+1
Ct1 ;t2y
ps1
!1 ;1 ;t1
(y!2 ;2 ;t2 − x!2 ;2 ;t2 )p
s2 :
For example, we have the following cocycles:
!(!1 ;1 ;s1);(!2 ;2 ;s2);1 = y
ps1
!1 ;1 ;1
(y!2 ;2 ;1 − x!2 ;2 ;1)p
s2 ;
!(!1 ;1 ;s1);(!2 ;2 ;s2);2 = y
ps1
!1 ;1 ;2
(y!2 ;2 ;1 − x!2 ;2 ;1)p
s2
−!−ps11 !p
s2
2 y
ps1
!1 ;1 ;1
(y!2 ;2 ;2 − x!2 ;2 ;2)p
s2 :
For the data satisfying condition 3, we have cocycles !(1;; s); (1;; s); r of the same
form unless (r; p) 	= (3; 2). In the case (r; p)= (3; 2), we put !(1;; s); (1;; s);3 = (x3(y2−
x2)− y3(y1 − x1))ps .
For the data of type 4, we put as follows:
!(1;1 ;s1);2 = !
ps1
1 ;2
; !1 ;2 =
(x1;;2 + y1;;1 − x1;;1)p − xp1;;2 − (y1;;1 − x1;;1)p
p
:
The cocycles !(!1 ;1 ;s1);(!2 ;2 ;s2);r are called regular. The cocycles 1;; s; l and !(1;2 ;s1);2
are called exceptional. We denote the space freely generated by the regular cocycles
and exceptional cocycles over the ring C1( MX ; K) by V1. We denote the space gener-
ated by (y1;;1 − x1;;1)ps over the ring C1( MX ; K) by J , which can be regarded to be
contained in the space P2( MX ; K). We put V0 = P2( MX ; K)=J . Our second result is the
following.
Theorem 0.2 (Theorem 2.1). The cohomology group H 2(X; K) is isomorphic to the
direct sum V1 ⊕ V0. Namely, H 2(X; K) is decomposed into two parts: One is freely
generated by the regular cocycles and the exceptional cocycles over the ring C1( MX ; K).
The other is generated by the trivial cocycles divided by the relation f · (y1;;1 −
x1;;1)p
s
= 0 for any f∈C1( MX ; K);  = 1; 2; : : : ; m1, ps ¡ |K1;|.
See Section 2.3 for the comparison with the known results.
For the proof of the theorem, we compare the cohomology groups of the quandles
X = K![T; T−1]=(! − T )l ⊕ Y and X ′ = K![T; T−1]=(! − T )l−1 ⊕ Y . We delete the
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dependence of a cocycle of the variables x!;l and y!;l. For that purpose, we use a
descending induction on the total degree of polynomials. Note that the di>erential does
not preserve the total degree but the 'ltration obtained from the total degree. As a
corollary of the proof, we obtain the following.
Corollary 0.1. Let X and X ′ be as above. If ! 	= 0; 1, then the morphism H 2(X ′; K)→
H 2(X; K) is injective. If !=1, the kernel of the morphism is generated by the cocycles
1;; s; l−1.
We also obtain the following information on the 3-cohomology of the quandle X .
Corollary 0.2. For a quandle of the form Y ⊕ K[T; T−1]=(!− T )l, the classes
{(y1 − z1)ps1 (yl − xl)ps2 |!ps1+ps2 = 1}
give linearly independent 3-cohomology classes of the quandle X , where p; s1; s2; l
satis7es one of the following conditions:
• s1 ¡s2.
• !=−1 	= 1, s1 = s2 and that the number l is odd.
• != 1, s1 = s2 and that l is even.
0.3. The third quandle cohomology group H 3(Zp[T; T−1]=(T − !);Zp)
As for the calculation of H 3(Zp[T; T−1]=(T −!);Zp), we continue to use the above
identi'cation of the functions on the set X and the polynomials. We obtain the fol-
lowing result.
Theorem 0.3 (Theorem 3.1). Let ! be an element of Zp such that ! 	= 0; 1, and
X =Zp[T ]=(T −!) be a 7nite Alexander quandle with the natural quandle structure.
If ! 	= −1, then the third quandle cohomology group H 3(X;Zp) vanishes. If !=−1,
then the dimension of the third quandle cohomology group H 3(X;Zp) is 1.
The following element is an example of a generator of the cohomology group
H 3(Zp[T; T−1]=(T + 1);Zp):
f(x; y; z) = (y − x)
(
2
p
zp +
4
p− 1 z
p−1(y − z)
− 1
p− 1(y
p−1x+(−x + 2z)(−y + 2z)p−1)+ 1
p(p− 1)(y
p+(−y + 2z)p)
)
:
(1)
The strategy to calculate the second cohomology group does not work straightfor-
wardly in the calculation of third cohomology group even in this simplest case. We
explain some di>erence. BrieOy speaking, the elements of H 2(K[T; T−1]=(T − !); K)
exists due to the relation (x + y)p = xp + yp over the 'eld Zp, and the elements of
H 3(Zp[T; T−1]=(T + 1);Zp) exists due to the fact that the polynomial xp−1 has no
integration over Zp.
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In fact, the elements of H 3(Zp[T; T−1]=(T +1);Zp) and the cocycles !(1;; s); (1;; s);2
can be found via an integration. We introduce the in'nitesimal quandle equation and
explain the method to construct concretely a cocycle by an integral, which seems
useful to obtain the cocycles whose origin is non-integrability over Zp. Thus the author
expects that the theory of the in'nitesimal quandle equation will play an important role
in the calculation of the third quandle cohomology group for more general Alexander
quandles.
1. Rational cohomology
We calculate the betti numbers of the rational cohomology groups of 'nite Alexander
quandles, which are the most important examples of quandles. A 'nite Alexander
quandle is a 'nite Z[T ]-module with the quandle structure a ∗ b = Ta + (1 − T )b. In
particular, we are interested the ones of the form Zm[T; T−1]=h(T ) where Zm denotes
the group Z=mZ and h(T ) is a polynomial. We note that X has the structure of an
abelian group. Thus there is an action  of the abelian group X on the chain complex
de'ned by the following formula:
(a)(f)(x0; : : : ; xn−1) = f(x0 + a; : : : ; xn−1 + a):
We use the action in this section.
We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a 7nite Alexander quandle. Let K be a 7eld whose charac-
teristic number is coprime to the order of X . We have the trivial Alexander quandle
MX = X=(1− T )X . We have the canonical morphism of quandles  :X → MX , which in-
duces the isomorphism of the quandle cohomology groups ∗ :H∗( MX ; K)→ H∗(X; K).
Remark 1.1. For any trivial quandle MX the nth quandle cohomology group Hn( MX ; K)
is Pn. Thus the rational quandle cohomology group for any 'nite Alexander quandle
is calculated by the theorem above.
Proof. Let MK denote the algebraic closure of K . We have the natural morphism
M∗ :H∗( MX ; MK) → H∗(X; MK). Since the extension MK=K is faithfully Oat, the morphism
∗ is an isomorphism if and only if M∗ is isomorphic. Thus we can assume that K is
algebraically closed in the following.
Since K is assumed to be an algebraically closed 'eld whose characteristic number is
coprime to the order of X , we have the decomposition by the irreducible representations
of the complex as follows:
C∗(X; K) =
⊕
∈Rep(X )
C∗ (X; K); 
=
⊕

:
Here Rep(X ) denotes the set of the irreducible representations of the abelian group
X , and C∗ (X; K) denotes the -space, i.e., for any element f∈C∗(X; K) it holds that
+(a)(f) = (a) · f.
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Obviously, any element f∈Cn (X; K) is determined by the values on the set {0} ×
X n−1, i.e., we have the equality f(x0; : : : ; xn−1) = f(0; x1 − x0; : : : ; xn−1 − x0) · (x0).
Hence we have the natural isomorphism of the spaces Cn (X; K) and C
n−1(X; K) by the
correspondence f(x0; : : : ; xn−1)↔ f(0; x1; : : : ; xn−1).
We calculate the di>erential 
 :Cn(X; K)  Cn+1

→Cn+2  Cn+1(X; K) under the
identi'cation. In the following, for any function g∈Map(X n; K) and any element l∈X ,
we put gl(x0; : : : ; xn−1) = g(lx0; : : : ; lxn−1). We decompose the function f for the vari-
able xn−1 as follows:
f(0; x1; : : : ; xn−1) =
∑
+∈Rep(X )
f+(0; x1; : : : ; xn−2)+(xn−1):
We call f+ the +-component of f.
Lemma 1.1. We have the following equality:

(f) =
∑
+
p∗(
+−1f+) · q∗++ (−1)n(p∗f − p∗fTq∗1−T ): (2)
Here p and q denotes the following projections:
p :X n+1 → X n; (x0; : : : ; xn) → (x0; : : : ; xn−1);
q :X n+1 → X; (x0; : : : ; xn) → xn:
Proof. We have the following equalities:
(
f)(0; x1; : : : ; xn)
=
n∑
i=1
(−1)if(0; x1; : : : ; xi−1; xi+1; : : : ; xn)
−
n∑
i=1
(−1)if(0 ∗ xi; x1 ∗ xi; : : : ; xi−1 ∗ xi; xi+1; : : : ; xn)
=
n∑
i=1
(−1)if(0; x1; : : : ; xi−1; xi+1; : : : ; xn)
−
n∑
i=1
(−1)if((1−T )xi; Tx1 + (1− T )xi; : : : ; Txi−1 +(1− T )xi; xi+1; : : : ; xn)
=
n∑
i=1
(−1)if(0; x1; : : : ; xi−1; xi+1; : : : ; xn)
−
n∑
i=1
(−1)if(0; Tx1; : : : ; Txi−1; xi+1− (1− T )xi; : : : ; xn− (1−T )xi) · 1−T (xi):
(3)
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It can be rewritten as follows:
(
f)(0; x1; : : : ; xn)
=
n−1∑
i=1
∑
+
(−1)if+(0; x1; : : : ; xi−1; xi+1; : : : ; xn−1) · +(xn)+ (−1)nf(0; x1; : : : ; xn−1)
−
n−1∑
i=1
(−1)i
∑
+
f+(0; Tx1; : : : ; Txi−1; xi+1 − (1− T ) xi; : : : ; xn−1 − (1− T )xi)
·+(xn) · (+−1)1−T (xi)− (−1)nfT (0; x1; : : : ; xn−1) · 1−T (xn): (4)
Then we obtain the following equality:
(
f)(0; x1; : : : ; xn) =
∑
+
(
n−1∑
i=1
(−1)if+(0; x1; : : : ; xi−1; xi+1; : : : ; xn−1)
−
n−1∑
i=1
(−1)if+(0; Tx1; : : : ; Txi−1; xi+1 − (1− T )xi; : : : ; xn−1
− (1− T )xi) · (+−1)1−T (xi)
)
· +(xn)
+ (−1)n(f(0; x1; : : : ; xn−1)− fT (0; x1; : : : ; xn−1) · 1−T (xn))
=
∑
+
(
+−1f+)(0; x1; : : : ; xn−1) · +(xn)
+ (−1)n(f(0; x1; : : : ; xn−1)− fT (0; x1; : : : ; xn−1) · 1−T (xn)): (5)
Hence we are done.
It is easy to show the following lemma.
Lemma 1.2. Let f(0; x1; : : : ; xn) be an element of Cn(X; K). If f(0; 0; x2; : : : ; xn) =
0, then the +-component f+ of f satis7es f+(0; 0; x2 : : : ; xn−1) = 0. Moreover, if
f(0; x1; : : : ; xn) = 0 when xi−1 = xi for some i6 n− 1, then it holds that f+(0; x1; : : : ;
xn−1) = 0 when xi−1 = xi for some i6 n− 1.
(The case 1−T 	= 1.)
Lemma 1.3. If 1−T 	= 1, the -part of the cohomology group of the complex P∗
vanish.
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Proof. Let f be a -cocycle, i.e., 
f=0. Then we have the relation 
f0+(−1)nf=0
by Eq. (2). Hence the -part of the cohomology group is 0. Note that f0 ∈Pn−1.
(The case 1−T = 1.)
We may denote the di>erential 
1−T by 
. We prove the following by an
induction.
Proposition 1.1. For n¿ 2, the nth cohomology group of the complex P∗ is isomor-
phic to the following:
J n :=

f∈Pn |f(x0; x1; : : : ; xn−1)
=
∑
+=(+1 ;:::;+n−1)
a+(x0)+1(x1) · · · +n−1(xn−1); (+Ti = +i)

 :
Remark 1.2. The space
⊕
 J consists of the pull back of the functions on (Zm)n by
the canonical morphism X n → (X=(1 − T )X )n = (Zm)n, T → 1. Thus the proposition
implies the theorem.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. We put as follows:
J n :=

h∈Pn−1 | h(x1 : : : ; xn−1) =
∑
+=(+1 ;:::;+n−1)
a+
∏
+i∈+
+i(xi);
h(0; x2 : : : ; xn−1) = 0; (+Ti = +i)

 :
We have the natural correspondence between J n and J n ; f(0; x1; : : : ; xn−1) = h(x1; : : : ;
xn−1).
We use an induction on n. First we see the case n = 2. For a -cocycle f =∑
+ f++; (f+ ∈K), we have the following equality:

f =
∑
+
p∗(
+f+) · q∗++ (p∗f − p∗fT ) = 0:
For any non-trivial irreducible character +, we obtain 
+f+=0. If + 	= +T , then f+=0.
Hence f is of the form f =
∑
+=+T f+ · +. On the other hand, any element of such
a form is a cocycle. The condition f∈P2 is equivalent to ∑ a+ = 0. Hence we are
done in the case n= 2.
We assume that the claims hold for any j6 n− 1 and prove the claim for n. First
we prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 1.4. Any cocycle f is cohomologous to an element of the following form:
f′ =
∑
+=+T
f′+ · +: (6)
Here f′+(+ 	= 1) belongs to J n−1.
Proof. For any -cocycle f=
∑
f+ ·+ and for any non-trivial irreducible representation
+, we have 
+−1f+ = 0. If + 	= +T , then we 'nd an element g+ ∈Pn−1 such that

+−1(g+) = f+ by the induction hypothesis. For any irreducible character + such that
+ 	= 1 and +T = +, the condition 
+−1f+ =0 implies that there are elements g+ ∈Pn−2
and f˜ + ∈ J n−1 such that 
+−1g+ = f+ − f˜ +. We put as follows:
h+ := g+(0; x1; : : : ; xn−3) · +(xn−2)− g+(0; x1; : : : ; xn−3) · +(xn−3);
h=
∑
h+ · +:
Then the element f˜ := f − 
h satis'es the condition (?). If += +T , then the +-part
of f˜ is same as f˜ +. If + 	= +T , then the +-part of f˜ is 0. Thus we have 'nished the
proof of Lemma 1.4.
Thus we may assume that a cocycle f is of the form (6), i.e., f =
∑
+T=+ f+ · +,
f+ ∈ J n−1 (+ 	= 1). Since f is contained in Pn, we have the following condition:
0 =f(0; x1; : : : ; xn−2; xn−2) = f1(0; x1; : : : ; xn−2)
+
∑
+=+T ;+ =1
f+(0; x1; : : : ; xn−2) · +(xn−2):
The formula implies that f is contained in J n .
On the other hand, if two cocycles f(1) and f(2) contained in J n are cohomologous,
then the +-components of f(i) are cohomologous. Hence the di>erence is 0 by using
a similar argument and the induction hypothesis. Thus we have 'nished the proof of
the proposition, and hence the theorem.
The following is a direct corollary of the theorem.
Corollary 1.1. Suppose m = p is a prime number. Let X = Zp[T; T−1]=h(T ) be an
Alexander quandle. We have the decomposition h(T )=(1−T )e ·g(T ), where g(T ) and
1− T are coprime. (g(T ) is not necessarily irreducible.) If e¿ 0, then MX =Zp. Thus
the dimension of Hn(X;Q) is p(p− 1)n−1. If e= 0, then MX = 0. Thus the dimension
of Hn(X;Q) is 0.
We compare the result with that in the table 3.5 of the paper [2].
Example 1 (X = Zp[T; T−1]=(T − !); p= 5; 7; ! 	= 1). Since we have MX = X=(1− T )
X = 0, the groups H∗(X;Zq) (q 	= p) vanish.
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Example 2 (X = Z8[T; T−1]=(T − 5)). Since we have (T−1) ·Z8[T ]=(T−5)=4Z8[T ]=
(T − 5), it holds that MX =Z4[T ]=(T − 1). Thus the dimension of H 2(X;Zq) (q 	= 2) is
4× 4− 4 = 12.
Example 3 (X = Z8[T; T−1]=(T − 3)). Since we have that (T − 1) · Z8[T ]=(T − 3) =
2Z8[T ]=(T−3), it holds that MX =Z2[T ]=(T−1). Thus the dimension of H 2(X;Zq) (q 	=
2) is 2× 2− 2 = 2.
Example 4 (X = Z2[T; T−2]=(T 3 + 1)). Since we have the irreducible decomposition
T 3 +1=(T −1)(T 2 +T +1), it holds that MX =Z2[T; T−1]=(1−T ). Thus the dimension
of H 2(X;Zq) (q 	= 2) is 2× 2− 2 = 2.
Let Dn be a quandle obtained from the n-th dihedral group (see [1]). A similar
calculation shows the following.
Theorem 1.2. The betti number of the nth rational cohomology of the quandle Dn is
2 if n is even, and 0 if n is odd.
2. Alexander quandles over &nite &elds
2.1. Preliminary
In the following, p denotes a prime integer. Let k be a 'nite 'eld of characteristic
p and h(T ) be a monic. Let X be an Alexander quandle of the form k[T; T−1]=h(T ).
We will calculate the second quandle cohomology group of X with the coe3cient k.
First of all, we recall some elementary facts. The polynomial h(T ) is decomposed
irreducibly; h(T ) =
∏
i hi(T )
ei . Then X is decomposed as X =
⊕
i k[T; T
−1]=hi(T )ei .
Let Ki be the Galois 'eld of the polynomial hi, and then we have the irreducible
decomposition of the polynomial hi in the 'eld Ki; hi =
∏
j (T − !ij) where !ij 	=
!ik ∈Ki for j 	= k. Note that !i j is a generator of Ki over k. We consider the following
quandle:
k[T; T−1]=hi(T )ei ⊗k Ki = K[T; T−1]=hi(T )ei =
⊕
j
Ki[T; T−1]=(T − !i j)ei :
The Galois group Gal(Ki=k) acts on the quandle. The invariant part is isomorphic to
k[T; T−1]=heii . Hence we have the natural isomorphism k[T; T
−1]=heii  Ki[T; T−1]=(T −
!i j)ei for any j. Thus any Alexander quandle is isomorphic to a quandle of the form⊕
i Ki[T ]=(T − !i)li . Thus we only consider the quandles of such a form.
Let K be a 'nite 'eld with the characteristic number p. Let X be a 'nite Alexander
quandle of the following form:
X =
⊕
!∈ MZp
m!⊕
=1
K!;[T!;]=(T!; − !)l!;  :
Here MZp denotes an algebraic closure of the 'nite 'eld Zp and K!; is a 'eld which
contains !. Note that m! = 0 for almost all of elements !.
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We identify X with the set
∏
!; K
l!;  by the following correspondence:
X 
∑
!
m!∑

l!;∑
j=1
(!− T!;)j−1 · x!;; j ↔
∏
!;
(x!;; j)∈
∏
!
m!∏

Kl!;  :
Assume that the 'eld K contains all of the K!;. We identify the space C1(X; K) of the
K-valued functions on the set X , with the space of K-coe3cient polynomials whose
degree with respect to each variable x!; is less than |K!;| − 1. We have Cn(X; K) =⊗n
K C
1(X; K). In particular, any element of the space C2(X; K) can be regarded as a
polynomial of the variables x!;; j; y!;; j (!∈ MZp − {0}; = 1; : : : ; m!; j = 1; : : : ; l!;).
2.2. Some cocycles
We give examples of some cocycles for the Alexander quandle X=
⊕
(!;)∈S K!;[T ]=
(T − !)l!;  .
The most easy examples of the cocycles are the pull back of the functions on the
quotient quandle MX = X=(1− T )X . They are called trivial cocycles.
Note that the ring C1(X; K) acts on the vector space P2(X; K) by the following
multiplication: for any f∈C1(X; K); g∈P2(X; K), we put (f · g)(x; y) =f(x) · g(x; y).
If f is the pull back of a function on the quotient quandle MX = X=(1− T )X , then the
action of f preserves the cocycles, i.e., 
(g) = 0 implies that 
(f · g) = 0. Thus the
ring C1( MX ; K) acts on the space of the cocycles.
We put 1;; s; l := (y1;; l − x1;; l)ps for any  = 1; 2; : : : ; m1 and any non-negative
integer s such that ps ¡ |K1;|. It is easy to check that they are cocycle. Note that if
l¡ l1; then it is a coboundary 
(x
ps
1;; l+1).
Before proceeding, we consider the following objects: Let ((!1; 1; s1); (!2; 2; s2); r)
be a tuple of elements (!i; i)∈S, natural numbers si and a natural number r with the
conditions that !p
s1
1 ·!p
s2
2 =1 and that r6min(l!1 ;1 ; l!2 ;2 ). We consider the following
conditions:
1. (!1; 1) 	= (!2; 2). Or (!1; 1) = (!2; 2) and s1 ¿s2.
2. (!1; 1; s1) = (!2; 2; s2), !1 = !2 =−1 	= 1, the number r is even.
3. (!1; 1; s1) = (!2; 2; s2), !1 = !2 = 1, the number r is odd.
4. (!1; 1; s1) = (!2; 2; s2), !1 = !2 = 1, the number r is 2.
In the next subsubsections, we associate a cocycle to each data which satis'es one
of the conditions above.
2.2.1. Regular cocycles
The following lemma can be proven by a direct calculation.
Lemma 2.1. It holds that

(yp
s1
!1 ;1 ;l1
(x!2 ;2 ;l2 − y!2 ;2 ;l2 )p
s2 )
=(1− !ps11 · !p
s2
2 ) · (y!1 ;1 ;l1 − z!1 ;1 ;l1 )p
s1 · (x!2 ;2 ;l2 − y!2 ;2 ;l2 )p
s2
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+!p
s1
1 · (y!1 ;1 ;l1 − z!1 ;1 ;l1 )p
s1 · (x!2 ;2 ;l2−1 − y!2 ;2 ;l2−1)p
s2
+!p
s2
2 · (y!1 ;1 ;l1−1 − z!1 ;1 ;l1−1)p
s1 · (x!2 ;2 ;l2 − y!2 ;2 ;l2 )p
s2
− (y!1 ;1 ;l1−1 − z!1 ;1 ;l1−1)p
s1 · (x!2 ;2 ;l2−1 − y!2 ;2 ;l2−1)p
s2 : (7)
As a corollary, we obtain the cocycles.
Corollary 2.1. Let r be a natural number such that r6min(l!1 ;1 ; l!2 ;2 ). We have a
cocycle of the following form:
!′(!1 ;1 ;s1);(!2 ;2 ;s2);r =
r−1∑
h=0
(−1)h!ps22 · !−p
s1
1 · yp
s1
!1 ;1 ;1+h
· (y!2 ;2 ;r−h − x!2 ;2 ;r−h)p
s2
+
∑
t1+t26r−1
Ct1 ;t2 · yp
s1
!1 ;1 ;t1
· (y!2 ;2 ;t2 − x!2 ;2 ;t2 )p
s2 : (8)
We put !(!1 ;1 ;s1);(!2 ;2 ;s2);r = !
′
(!1 ;1 ;s1);(!2 ;2 ;s2);r if one of the following conditions is
satis'ed: (i) (!1; 1) 	= (!2; 2), (ii) (!1; 1) = (!2; 2), s1 ¿s2.
We modify the cocycle !′(!1 ;1 ;s1);(!2 ;2 ;s2);r in the case that (!1; 1; s1) = (!2; 2; s2)
!1 = !2 = −1 	= 1 when the number r is even, to kill the term yp
s1
−1;1 ;r · (y−1;1 ;1 −
x−1;1 ;r)
ps1 . Note that 1 	= −1 implies that p 	= 2. We denote the variables x−1;1 ;i ;
y−1;1 ;i by xi; yi. The following lemma can be proven by a direct calculation.
Lemma 2.2. If !=−1 	= 1, then the following holds:

((xrx1)p
s
) = 2yr(y1 − x1) + 2y1(yr − xr)− (xr−1 + yr−1) · (−x1 + 2y1):
We put !(−1;; s); (−1;; s); r = !′(−1;; s); (−1;; s); r − 2−p
s
(−1)r−1
(xrx1)ps . It is easy to
check that it is of the form (1 + (−1)r) · (y1(yr − xr))ps + f where f is independent
of the variables xr and yr . Note that the coe3cient 1 + (−1)r is 0 if r is odd.
We consider the case that (!1; 1; s1) = (!2; 2; s2); !1 = !2 = 1 and the number
r=2r′+1 is odd. We denote the variables x1;1 ;i ; y1;1 ;i by xi; yi. The following lemma
is proven by a direct calculation.
Lemma 2.3. It holds that 
(xi+1(yi − xi)) =−(yi − zi)(yi−1 − xi−1).
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 assure us that there is a cocycle !′′ of the following form:
r′∑
h=0
(−1)h(y1+h(yr−h − xr−h))ps +
∑
t1+t26r
Ct1 ;t2 · (yt1 (yt2 − xt2 ))p
s
+(−1)r′(xr′+2(yr′+1 − xr′+1))ps :
We develop the cocycle !′′ in the variable yr−1; !′′ = !′′0 + !
′′
1y
ps
r−1. Since we have
the equality 
(xrx1)p
s
=(yr−1−xr−1)psxp
s
1 , we can delete the terms !
′′
1 |y=0yp
s
r−1 for any
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s if r ¿ 3. The resulting cocycles are written as !(1;0 ;r);(1;0 ;r);s for any s. Note that the
terms (yr(y1−x1))ps and (xryr−1)ps do not appear in the expression for !(1;0 ;r);(1;0 ;r);s.
If r=3, then the expression for !′′ contains the term ((x3−x2)y2)ps with a non-trivial
coe3cient. When p¿ 2, then we can delete the term using the coboundary 2−1
(x23).
The resulting cocycles are written as !(1;0 ;r);(1;0 ;r);s for any s. In the case (r; p)=(3; 2),
we cannot delete the term (x3y2)p
s
. Thus we put !(1;0 ;3);(1;0 ;3);s=(x3(y2−x2)−y3(y1−
x1))p
s
.
The cocycles given above in the subsubsection are called regular cocycles.
2.2.2. Exceptional cocycles
We have the exceptional cocycles in the case (!1; 1; s1) = (!2; 2; s2) and r = 2.
We put as follows:
!(1;1 ;s1);2 = !
ps1
1 ;2
;
!1 ;2 =
(x1;;2 + y1;;1 − x1;;1)p − xp1;;2 − (y1;;1 − x1;;1)p
p
:
The cocycles given above and (1;; l1; ) are called exceptional.
2.3. Theorem and some corollaries
2.3.1. Theorem
We denote the space freely generated by the regular cocycles and exceptional cocy-
cles over the ring C1( MX ; K) by V1. We denote the space generated by (y1;;1−x1;;1)ps
over the ring C1( MX ; K) by J , which can be regarded to be contained in the space
P2( MX ; K). We put V0 =P2( MX ; K)=J . The following is the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 2.1. The cohomology group H 2(X; K) is isomorphic to the direct sum V1 ⊕
V0, i.e., H 2(X; K) is decomposed into the two parts: One is freely generated by the
regular cocycles and the exceptional cocycles over the ring C1( MX ; K). The other
is generated by the trivial cocycles with the relation f · (y1;;1 − x1;;1)ps for any
f∈C1( MX ; K);  = 1; 2; : : : ; m1, ps ¡ |K1;|.
Before proving the theorem, we see some direct applications to some particular
interesting cases.
2.3.2. K[T; T−1]=(T − !) for any ! 	= 0; 1
First we see the quandles of the form X =K[T; T−1]=(T −!) for any !∈K−{0; 1}.
Theorem 2.2. Let K be a 7nite 7eld of order ph. The following set of cocycle polyno-
mials gives the base of the second cohomology group H 2(K[T; T−1]=(T −!); K) (! 	=
0; 1):
21(!;K) := {(x − y)pi · yps | 06 i¡ s¡h; !ps−i = 1}:
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In particular the dimension of H 2(K[T ]=(T − !); K) is as follows:∑
0¡s¡h
!p
s+1=1
(h− s− 1):
As a special case, we obtain the following.
Corollary 2.2. The second Zp-cohomology group of the quandle Zp[T; T−1]=
(T − !) (! 	= 0; 1) vanishes.
We compare the result with that in the table 3.5 [2].
Example 1 (X = Z5[T; T−1]=(T −!) (!= 2; 3); Z7[T; T−1]=(T − !) (!= 2; 3; 4; 5)).
The second cohomology groups of the quandles above vanish.
Example 2 (K = Z2[!;!−1]=(1 + !+ !2)). The element ! has order 3=2+1 in the
multiplicative group K×. 22 + 1= 5 is larger than the order of K . Thus the dimension
of the space H 2(K[T ]=(T −!); K) is 1. A generator of the cohomology group is given
by the cocycle (x − y)y2.
Example 3 (K = Z3[!;!−1]=(!2 + 1)). The element ! has order 4=3+1. The num-
ber 32 + 1 is larger than the order of the 'eld K . Thus the dimension of the space
H 2(K[T ]=(T − !); K) is 1. A generator of the cohomology group is given by the
cocycle (x − y)y3.
Example 4 (K = Z2[!]=(!3 + !2 + 1)). The order of the element ! is 7. Thus the
dimension of the space H 2(K[T ]=(T −!); K) is 0. In general if the order of the 'nite
'eld K is 8, then the second cohomology group of the quandle K[T ]=(T −!); ! 	= 0; 1
vanishes.
Example 5 (K = Z3[!]=(!2 + !− 1)). The order of the element ! is 8. Thus the
dimension of the space H 2(K[T ]=(T − !); K) is 0.
2.3.3. K[T; T−1]=(T − !)2 for any ! 	= 0; 1
We obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Let K be a 7nite 7eld of order ph. The set 21(!;K) is de7ned as in
the Theorem 2.2. We put as follows:
22(!;K) := {!pi · yp
s
1 · (x2 − y2)p
i − !ps · yps2 · (x1 − y1)p
i | 06 i6 s¡h;
!p
s+pi = 1}:
The set 21(!;K) ∪ 22(!;K) gives the base of the vector space H 2(K[T; T−1]=
(! − T )2; K). In particular, the dimension of H 2(K[T; T−1]=(T − !)2; K) is the
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following:∑
!p
s+1=1
0¡s¡h
(h− s− 1) +
∑
!p
s+1=1
0¡s¡h
(h− s− 1) + A(!)
= 2
∑
!p
s+1=1
0¡s¡h
(h− s− 1) + A(!):
Here the term A(!) is de7ned as follows:
A(!) =
{
0; ! 	= −1;
h; !=−1:
A direct corollary is the following.
Corollary 2.3. The second cohomology group H 2(Zp[T; T−1]=(T − !)2; K); !∈K −
{0; 1;−1} vanishes. The dimension of H 2(Zp[T; T−1]=(T + 1)2; K) is 1. A generator
is given by the cocycle x2y1 − x1y2.
The dimension of H 2(Zp[T; T−1]=(T+1)2; K) (p=2; 3) was calculated by Litherland
[5].
2.3.4. H 2(K[T ]=(1− T )2; K)
Next we consider the second cohomology group of K[T; T−1]=(1− T )2. We put as
follows:
32;a; s = xa1 · (yp
s
2 − xp
s
2 ) (06 a6p
h − 1; 06 s6 h− 1);
32;a; s; s′ = xa1 · (yp
s
1 · (y2 − x2)p
s′ − yps2 · (y1 − x1)p
s′
)
(06 a6ph − 1; 06 s¡ s′¡h− 1);
p =
(x2 + y1 − x1)p − xp2 − (y1 − x1)p
p
(06 a6ph − 1);
4a; s = xa1 ·p
s
p (06 a6p
h − 1; 06 s6 h− 1):
We consider the following spaces of the cocycles:
H2 := 〈32;i; s; s′ | 06 i6ph − 1; 06 s′¡s¡h〉;
H ′2 := 〈32;i; s | 06 i6ph − 1; 06 s¡h〉;
E2 := 〈4a;p−1; s | 06 a6ph − 1; 06 s6 h− 1〉;
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B :=


∑
06i; j6ph−1
ai jxi1y
j
1|
∑
aijx
i+j
1 ∈K


/
〈xa1(xp
s
1 −yp
s
1 ) | 06 a6ph−1; 06 s6 h−1〉:
In all, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4. The cohomology group H 2(K[T ]=(T − 1)2; K) is isomorphic to H2 ⊕
H ′2 ⊕ E2 ⊕ B.
We compare the result with that of Litherland [5].
Example 1 (X = Z2[T ]=(T − 1)2). The dimension of H 2(X;Z2) is 4. A base of the
vector space is given by the following cocycles:
32;0;0 = y2 − x2; 32;1;0 = x1(y2 − x2); 40;0 = x2(y1 − x1); 41;0 = x1x2(y1 − x1):
Example 2 (X = Z3[T ]=(T − 1)2). The dimension of H 2(X;Z3) is 9. A base of the
vector space is given by the following cocycles:
32;a;0 = xa1(y1 − x1) (a= 0; 1; 2);
3a;0 =
xa1
3
((x2 + y1 − x1)3 − x32 − (y1 − x1)3) (a= 0; 1; 2);
4a;0 = xa1(x
2
1 − y21) (a= 0; 1; 2):
2.4. Proof
2.4.1. Preliminary
Since X is a Z[T; T−1]-module, we have the action of T on X by the multiplication.
Since it is compatible with the quandle structure, T gives the endomorphism of the
complex P∗; which we denote by f → fT . The complex P∗ can be decomposed into
the generalized eigenspaces:
(P∗; 
) =
⊕
∈K×
(P∗ ; 
):
The following lemma is easy.
Lemma 2.4. The complex (P; 
) is acyclic if  	= 1.
Proof. We only give the proof of the vanishing of the second cohomology. The other
cases are similar. We have the ascending 'ltration Fi=Ker(T−)i, F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ F3 ⊂ · · ·.
Let f be a cocycle contained in F1. Then we have the following equality:
f(Tx + (1− T )y; 0)− f(x; 0)− (− 1)f(x; y)
= (
f(·; 0))(x; y)− (− 1)f(x; y) = 0:
Thus a cocycle f contained in the space F1 is a coboundary.
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Assume that any cocycle contained in the space Fl−1 is a coboundary. We have the
following equality:
0 =f(Tx + (1− T )y; 0)− f(x; 0)− (− 1)f(x; y)− (fT − f)(x; y)
= 
(f(·; 0))(x; y)− (− 1)f(x; y)− (fT − f)(x; y): (9)
Then the element fT − f is a cocycle contained in the space Fl−1. Hence it is a
coboundary by the induction hypothesis. Thus a cocycle f is a coboundary.
So we only have to consider the complex (P∗1 ; 
1). We can decompose the graded
vector space P∗1 by the total degree of the polynomials, P
∗
1 =
⊕
P∗1;d. Note that the
di>erential does not preserve the total degree, for we have the relation x|K!;|!;; j = x!;; j
as a function on X . We have the ascending 'ltration Fd on P∗1 de'ned as Fd :=⊕
d′6d P
∗
1;d′ . The 'ltration is preserved by the di>erential.
Let f be a 2-cocycle contained in Fd. Then f gives the cocycle of the complex
Fd=Fd−1. We use the descending induction on the total degree. Thus we do calcula-
tions in the quotient complex in the following, i.e., we ignore the lower degree parts
in the equalities. When we subtract a cocycle g from the cocycle considered, however,
g is taken to be a cocycle for the whole complex P∗, not for the quotient complex.
Our calculation of the second cohomology group proceeds as follows:
We 'x an !0; 0, and compare the cocycles for the quandle X and the following
quandle:
X ′ =
⊕
(!;)=(!0 ;0)
K[T!;]=(T!; − !)l!;  ⊕ K[T!0 ;0 ]=(T!0 ;0 − !0)l!0 ; 0−1:
We put l := l!0 ;0 . We prove the following proposition, which we call reduction part.
Proposition 2.1. (1) If !0 = 1, then the cocycles !(1;1 ;s1);(1;0 ;s0);l and the cocycles
1;0 ;s1 ;l give a base of the cokernel of the morphism H
2(X ′; K) → H 2(X; K) of
C1( MX ; K)-modules, and that the kernel of the morphism is spanned by the cocycles
1;1 ;s1 ;l−1 for X
′.
(2) If !0 	= 1, then the regular cocycles !(!1 ;1 ;s1);(!0 ;0 ;s0);l gives a base of the
cokernel of the morphism H 2(X ′; K) → H 2(X; K) of C1( MX ; K)-modules, and that the
kernel is trivial.
Once we prove the reduction part, the theorem can be easily shown by an induction
on the length of the Z[T; T−1]-module X . Thus we only have to prove the reduction
part. The variables x!0 ;0 ;j and y!0 ;0 ;j are denoted also by xj and yj.
Here we prove the claims on the kernel of the morphism in Proposition 2.1.
The case !0 = 1: Let ha ∈C1(X; K)(a¿ 0) be functions which is independent of
the variable xl. It is easy to see that a coboundary of the form 
(
∑
a¿0 ha · xal ) is
independent of the variables xl and yl if and only if ha = 0 for a 	= ps (s = 0; 1; : : :)
and hps are functions on MX . Then the following holds:


(∑
hps · xp
s
l
)
=
∑
hps · (yl−1 − xl−1)ps :
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Thus the kernel of the morphism H 2(X ′; K) → H 2(X; K) in the case is generated by
the cocycles hps × (yl−1 − xl−1)ps .
The case !0 	= 1: All of the coboundaries of the form 
(hxal ) (a¿ 0) where h is
independent of xl is used in the previous reduction. Hence we obtain the injectivity of
the morphism H 2(X ′; K)→ H 2(X; K).
We explain some notation:
For any element f of C2(X; K), recall that the di>erential of f is de'ned as
follows:

f(x!;; j;y!;; j; z!;; j) = f(!x!;; j + (1− !)y!;; j − x!;; j−1 + y!;; j−1; z!;; j)
−f(x!;; j; z!;; j)−f(!x!;; j+(1− !)z!;; j−x!;; j−1 + z!;; j−1;!y!;; j
+(1−!)z!;; j − y!;; j−1 + z!;; j−1) + f(x!;; j;y!;; j): (10)
We denote the ith term of the right-hand side by 
if (i = 1; 2; 3; 4).
The function obtained from f substituted x!;; j =0 (!∈ MZp; =1; : : : ; m!; 16 j6
l!;) is denoted by f|x=0. We use a similar notation for the other variables. We also
use the notation like f(x!;; j; 0) which means f(x!;; j;y!;; j)|y=0.
For a function f, the notation ‘f(x!;; j;y!;; j)′ means that the function f possibly
depends on all of the variables. On the other hand, ‘f(x1;;1;y1;;1)’ means that the
function f depends only on the variables x1;;1 and y1;;1, i.e., it is the pull back of a
function on the quotient quandle MX = X=(1− T )X .
Let f be a function de'ned on the product X 2. We say that f is a function on MX 2
if f is the pull back of a function on MX 2. We also say that f is a function on MX × X
if f is the pull back of a function on MX × X . We say that f is a function on X × X ′
if f is independent of the variable yl. We also say that f is a function on X ′ × X ′ if
the function is independent of the variables xl and yl. We express that f is a function
on X (1)×X (1) if f depends not on xl, yl but on xpl , ypl . Generally it is expressed that
f is a function on X (s) × X (s) if f depends not on xps−1l , yp
s−1
l but on x
ps
l , y
ps
l .
For a later use, we introduce the expression ‘s1(6)s2’. The expression will be used
as follows:
g2 =
∑
i6l; s1(6)s2
ai; s1 ;s2 · yp
s1
i · (yl − xl)p
s2 ∈C2(X; K);
g3 =
∑
i6l; s1(6)s2
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yi − zi)p
s1 · (yl − xl)ps2 ∈C3(X; K):
The meanings of the expression ‘(6)’ for g2 and g3 is slightly di>erent. We put
9 := max{i | ∃(s1; s2)ai; s1 ;s2 	= 0}. We impose on the coe3cients ai; s1 ;s2 the following
conditions:
• For any i, ai; s1 ;s2 	= 0 implies s16 s2.
• If !=−1 	= 1 and the number l− 9 is even (resp. odd), then a9;s; s =0 for any s in
g3 (resp. g2).
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• If ! = 1 and the number l − 9 is odd (resp. even), then a9;s; s = 0 for any s in g3
(resp. g2).
We mean the condition by the expression s1(6)s2 in each case. Note the following:



 ∑
s1(6)s2
ai; s1 ;s2 · yp
s1
i · (yl − xl)p
s2


=
∑
s1(6)s2
bi; s1 ;s2 · (yi − z1)p
s1 · (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2
+
∑
s1(6)s2
b′i; s1 ;s2 · (yi − zi)p
s1 · (yl − xl)ps2 : (11)
We consider the following equation for any f∈P2(X; K), which is more general than
the cocycle condition:

(f) =
∑
s1(6)s2
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yi − zi)p
s1 · (yl − xl)ps2 ; ai; s1 ;s2 ∈C1( MX ; K): (12)
We will prove the following proposition together with the reduction part by induction
on the length of the quandle.
Proposition 2.2. If the right-hand side of Eq. (12) is non-trivial, then the equation
has no solution.
We have a corollary on the third quandle cohomology. If !p
s1+ps2 =1, then we have
the following equality:

(yp
s1
1 (yl − xl)p
s2 ) = !p
s1 · (y1 − z1)ps1 · (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2 :
Thus 
(yp
s1
1 (yl − xl)p
s2 ) gives the cocycle for X ′. The proposition assures that it is
not coboundary of X ′. Hence it gives a non-trivial 3-cohomology class of X ′, i.e., we
obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2.4. For an Alexander quandle of the form K[T; T−1]=(T − !)l ⊕ Y , the
cocycles {(y1−z1)ps1 ·(yl−xl)ps2 |!ps1+ps2 =1 } give linearly independent cohomology
classes where p; s1; s2; l satis7es one of the following conditions:
• s1 ¡s2.
• !=−1 	= 1, s1 = s2 and that the number l is odd.
• != 1, s1 = s2 and that l is even.
The reduction part and the Proposition 2.2 will be proved in the following subsub-
sections. We divide into two cases (i) !0 = 1 and (ii) !0 	= 1.
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2.4.2. The case !0 = 1
First we give a brief outline of the argument in this subsubsection. We develop the
expression of a function f in the variable yl; f=
∑q−1
a=0 fa ·yal . Here fa is independent
of the variable yl. We consider the quandle equation:
q−1∑
a=0
(
1fa − 
2fa) · zal −
q−1∑
a=0
(
3fa · (yl − yl−1 + zl−1)a − 
4fa · yal ) = 0:
Then we obtain fa=0 unless a=0; ps (s=0; 1; : : :). We also obtain that fps are functions
on MX× MX . We develop the expression for f0 in the variable yl−1; f0=
∑q−1
a=0 f0; a ·yal−1.
We delete (f0;1|y=0)yl−1 by using the coboundaries and the cocycles referred in the
previous section. Then taking the coe3cient of z1l−1 in the cocycle condition, we obtain
the following equation:
−@f0
@xl
(!x!;; j − x!;; j−1;!y!;; j − y!;; j−1)− f1 = 0:
Thus we know that f0 is of the form Mf 0 − f0 · xl where Mf 0 depends not on xl
but on xpl , i.e. it is a function on X
(1) × X ′. Hence we have reduced f to the form
f0 +f1 · (yl − xl) +
∑
s¿0 fps · yp
s
l where f0 is a function on X
(1) × X ′ and fps are
functions on MX× MX . Next we delete the term (f0;p|y=0)·ypl−1 by using the coboundaries
and known cocycles. Then we obtain the following equation:
−@f0
@xpl
(!x!;; j − x!;; j−1;!y!;; j − y!;; j−1)− fp = 0:
Thus we know that f0 is of the form Mf 0−fps ·xpl , where Mf 0 is a function on X (2)×X ′.
Hence we have reduced f to the form f0+
∑
s61 fps ·(yl−xl)p
s
+
∑
s¿1 fps ·yp
s
l . By
an inductive argument, we can reduce f to the following form f0 +
∑
fps · (yl−xl)ps
where f0 is a function on X ′×X ′ and fps are functions on MX × MX . We will show that
fps is of the form
∑
C;h · yp
h
1;;1. We can delete most of the terms y
ph
1;;1 · (yl − xl)p
s
by using the regular cocycles referred to previously. If we could kill all the terms, then
we would obtain the following equality 
(f0)= 0 which is a cocycle condition on X ′.
Thus the induction would proceed. Some technical di3culties occur because we cannot
kill the terms yp
h
1 · (yl − xl)p
s
and yp
s
1 · (yl − xl)p
h
freely. Thus we consider general
equation (12) in the following.
We develop the expression for a function f in the variable yl; f =
∑q−1
a=0 fa · yal .
Here fa are independent of the variable yl. Then we have the following equality:
q−1∑
a=0
(
1fa − 
2fa) · zal − 
3f + 
4f =
∑
i69
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yi − zi)p
s1 · (yl − xl)ps2 : (13)
Note that the cross terms of the variables yl and zl do not appear in the left-hand side.
Thus we can assume that 96 l− 1. Seeing the coe3cients of zal , we know that fa is
a function on MX × X . In the case that l= 1, then we see the coe3cient of ya1 in Eq.
(13). Thus we know that fa (a¿ 0) are functions on MX × MX . Thus we can delete the
dependence of f on y1 =y1;0 ;1 subtracting a trivial cocycle. Note that the contribution
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of the variable x1 = x1;0 ;1 to the cocycle condition is trivial. Thus we do not need to
take it into consideration.
Assume that l¿ 2 and that l=l1;0=min{l1; | =1; 2; : : : ; m1}. The latter assumption
is used only at the later part. We have the following equality:

(f0)(x!;; j;y!;; j; z!;; j)−
q−1∑
a=1
(
3fa · (yl − yl−1 + zl−1)a − 
4fa · yal )
=
∑
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yi − zi)p
s1 · (yl − xl)ps2 : (14)
Lemma 2.5. The coe?cients al−1; s1 ;s2 (s1; s2 = 0; 1; : : :) vanish.
Proof. Note that the cross terms of the variables yl and zl−1 in the left-hand side
appear from (yl + zl−1 − yl−1)a. Seeing the coe3cients of z1l−1ya−1l , we obtain fa =
0 (a¿ 0) if a 	= 1; ps + 1 (s = 0; 1; : : :) and a 	≡ 0 (modp). Substituting these into
Eq. (14) and seeing the coe3cient of zpl−1y
a−p
l , then we obtain fa = 0 (a¿ 0) if
a 	= 1; p; ps + 1; ps + p (s = 0; 1; : : :) and a 	≡ 0 (modp2). Continuing the process, we
can conclude fa =0 (a¿ 0) if a 	= ps (s=0; 1; : : :) and a 	= ps1 +ps2 (s1; s2 =0; 1; : : :).
From (yl + zl−1− yl−1)ps1+ps2 , the terms yp
s1
l (zl−1− yl−1)p
s2 and yp
s2
l (zl−1− yl−1)p
s1
appear. Thus the condition that al−1; s1 ;s2 = 0 for any s1¿ s2 implies that al−1; s1 ;s2 = 0
for any s1 and s2.
Remark 2.1. When p=2, the terms yp
s
l (zl−1−yl−1)p
s
cannot appear in the polynomial
(yl + zl−1 − yl−1)ps+ps . Thus we obtain the vanishing of al−1; s; s even if we do not
assume it.
Thus we can assume that 96 l − 2. By a similar argument to the proof of the
previous lemma, we know that fa = 0 (a¿ 0) unless a=ps (s= 0; 1; : : :). Substituting
them into Eq. (14), we obtain the following:

(f0)(x!;; j;y!;; j ; z!;; j)−
∑
(
3fps · (yp
s
l − yp
s
l−1 + z
ps
l−1)− 
4fps · yp
s
l )
=
∑
i6l−2
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yi − zi)p
s1 · (yl − zl)ps2 : (15)
Seeing the coe3cient of yp
s
l , we know that fps is of the form f˜ ps +
∑
ai; s1 ;s · yp
s1
i+1,
where f˜ ps is a function on MX × MX . Thus f is of the following form:
f = f0 +
∑
fps · yp
s
l +
∑
ai; s1 ;s2 · yp
s1
i+1 · yp
s2
l : (16)
Here f0 is independent of the variable yl and fps are functions on MX × MX . Substituting
the equality (16) into the cocycle condition, we obtain the following equality:

(f0) +
∑
fps · (yl−1 − zl−1)ps −
∑
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yp
s1
i+1(zl−1 − yl−1)p
s2
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+ (zi − yi)ps1yp
s2
l + (zi − yi)p
s1 (zl−1 − yl−1)ps2 )
=
∑
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yi − zi)p
s1 · (yl − xl)ps2 : (17)
Then we develop the expression for f0 in the variables xl and yl−1; f0 =
∑
f0 a b ·
xal · ybl−1. We prove the following lemma in the next subsection.
Lemma 2.6. We can delete the term (f0; a;1|y=0)xal yl−1 in the expression for f by us-
ing the coboundaries and the cocycles !(1;0 ;1);(1;0 ;1);i (i = 2; 3). The cocycles
!(1;0 ;1);(1;0 ;1);i (i = 2; 3) are used only in the cases l= i.
We also obtain the vanishing al−2;0;0 = 0.
Then we obtain the following equation by seeing the coe3cient of z1l−1 in Eq. (13)
and substituting z = 0:
−@f0
@xl
(!x!;; j − x!;; j−1;!y!;; j − y!;; j−1)− f1 −
∑
i6l−3
ai;0;0(·yi+1 − yi) = 0:
Thus f is of the following form:
f= Mf 0 + f1 · (yl − xl) +
∑
i6l−3
ai;0;0 · yi+1 · (yl − xl) +
∑
s¿0
fps · yp
s
l
+
∑
0¡s2
ai; s1 ;s2 · yp
s1
i+1 · yp
s2
l :
Here Mf 0 is a function on X (1) × X ′ and fi (i¿ 0) are functions on MX × MX .
To proceed, we consider two cases (i) l¿ 3 and (ii) l= 2.
(i) The case l¿ 3: By an inductive argument and the cocycles (1;0 ;s0);(1;0 ;s0);i (i=
2; 3), we can kill the terms f0; a;ps |y=0 and prove that al−2; s1 ;s2 = 0 for any s1; s2: For
u, assume that f is of the form
f=f0 +
∑
s¡u
fps · (yl − xl)ps +
∑
s¿u
fps · yp
s
l +
∑
s1(6)s2
u6s2
ai; s1 ;s2 · yp
s1
i+1 · yp
s2
l
+
∑
s1(6)s2¡u
i6l−3
ai; s1 ;s2 · yp
s1
i+1 · (yl − xl)p
s2 :
Here f0 is a function on X (u−1) × X ′. It is assumed to satisfy the condition 
(f) =∑
s1(6)s2 ai; s1 ;s2 × (yi − zi)p
s1 (yl − xl)ps2 . Moreover the terms f0; a;ps |y=0 (s¡u) are
assumed to be killed. We can kill the term f0; a;pu |y=0 and know that al−1; s1 ;u = 0
by the same consideration as the proof of the previous lemma. Then we obtain the
equation by seeing the coe3cient of zp
u
l−1:
− @f0
@xp
u
l
− fpu −
∑
ai; s1 ;u(yi+1 − yi)p
s1 = 0:
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Then we reduce f to the following form:
f= Mf 0 +
∑
s¡u+1
fps · (yl − xl)ps +
∑
s¿u+1
fps · yp
s
l +
∑
s1(6)s2
u+16s2
ai; s1 ;s2 · yp
s1
i+1y
ps2
l
+
∑
s1(6)s2¡u+1
i6l−3
ai; s1 ;s2 · yp
s1
i+1(yl − xl)p
s2 :
Here Mf 0 is a function on X (u) × X ′ and Mf 0; a;ps |y=0 (s¡u + 1) are killed. Then the
inductive step proceeds.
Completing the inductive step, we can reduce f to a cocycle of the following form:
f0 +
∑
fps(yl − xl)ps +
∑
i6l−3
ai; s1 ;s2 · yp
s1
i+1(yl − xl)p
s2 : (18)
Here f0 is a function on X ′×X ′ and fps are functions on MX × MX . Note that it implies
that 96 l− 3.
Lemma 2.7. The function fps in Eq. (18) is of the following form:∑
166m1
C;h · yp
h
1;;1 + C:
Here C;h and C are elements of the chain group C1( MX ; K).
Proof. We develop the expression for f0 in the variable yl−1:
f0 =
∑
f0 a(x;; j;y;; j)yal−1:
Here f0a are independent of the variables xl; yl and yl−1. We obtain the following
equality:∑
a
(
1f0a − 
2f0a)zal−1 −
∑
a

3f0 a · (yl−1 − yl−2 + zl−2)a +
∑

4f0 a · yal−1
+
∑
(fps(x1;;1;y1;1 )− fps(x1;;1; z1;;1)) · (yl−1 − xl−1)p
s
+
∑
i6l−3
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yi+1 − zi+1)p
s1 (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2
−
∑
i6l−3
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yi − zi)p
s1 (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2 = 0: (19)
We see the cross terms of the variables yl−1 and zl−2, Note that the cross terms
appears from (yl−1 + zl−2 − yl−2)a and al−3; s1 ;s2 (zl−2 − yl−2)p
s1 (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2 . We
can conclude that f0; a = 0 for any a 	= ps; ps1 + ps2 . Thus the condition al−3; s1 ;s2 = 0
for any s1¿ s2 implies that al−3; s1 ;s2 = 0 for any s1 and s2.
Substituting it, we know that f0; a = 0 (a¿ 0) unless a= ps (s= 0; 1; : : :) by seeing
the cross terms of the variables yl−1 and zl−2. Seeing the coe3cient of z
ps
l−1, we know
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that f0;ps are functions on MX × X . Then we obtain the following equality by seeing
the coe3cient of yp
s
l−1:
−
3f0ps + 
4f0ps + fps(x1;;1;y1;;1)− fps(x1;;1; z1;;1)
+
∑
i6l−4
ai; s1 ;s · (yi − zi)p
s1 −
∑
i6l−4
ai; s1 ;s · (yi−1 − zi−1)p
s1 = 0: (20)
Noting that the cross terms of the variables yi and zi does not appear in the latter four
terms, it can be concluded that f0ps is of the following form:
f0ps =
∑
C1 ;s1 ;i(x1;;1)y
ps1
1;1 ;i
+ C(x1;;1):
Thus fps is of the desired form.
We can kill the term Cs0 ·(yl−xl)p
s0 by using the cocycles (1;0 ;s0). We can kill the
term fs0 ;1 ;s1 ·yp
s1
1;1 ;1
· (yl− xl)ps0 by regular cocycles if one of the following conditions
is satis'ed:
• 0 	= 1.
• 0 = 1, s1 ¿s0.
• 0 = 1, s1 = s0 the number l is odd. (p; l) 	= (2; 3).
Thus f is reduced to the following form f0+
∑
s1(6)s2 fs1 ;s2 ·y
ps1
1 ·(yl−xl)p
s2 , where f0
is a function on X ′ × X ′ and fs1 ;s2 are functions on MX . The cocycle condition implies
the following equality:

(f0) +
∑
s1(6)s2
fs1 ;s2 · (y1 − z1)p
s1 · (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2
+
∑
ai; s1 ;s2 · ((yi+1 − zi+1)p
s1 · (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2
− (yi − zi)ps1 · (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2 ) = 0: (21)
Thus the claim of the proposition for X ′ assures that fs1 ;s2 = 0 and ai; s1 ;s2 = 0. Hence
we have reduced the cocycle f to a cocycle on X ′. Note that the case (p; l) = (2; 3),
we cannot kill the terms (y1(y3 − x3))ps . In the case, we obtain the obstruction term
((y1 − z1) · (y2 − x2))ps , whose 9 is 1 = 2 − 1. However, the proof of the claim that
9¡ l − 1 is valid for the case s1 = s2 when p is 2 as is already remarked (Remark
2.1). Thus we can conclude that fs1 ;s2 = 0 also in this case.
(ii) The case l=2: We have already known that 96 l−2. The cocycle f considered
is of the form f0 +f1 · (y2− x2)+
∑
s¿0 fps ·yp
s
2 . In the case, we know the following
equality:∑
a
(
1f0 a − 
2f0 a) · za1 −
∑
a

3f0 a · ya1 +
∑
a

4f0 a · ya1
+
∑
s¿0
fps · (y1 − z1)ps + (f1(y)− f1(z)) · (y1 − x1) = 0:
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Note that f0a depends not on x2 but on x
p
2 . The terms z
a
1 (a¿ 0; a 	= 0modp) appear
in
∑
a (
1f0 a− 
2f0 a)za1 and −f1(z)(y1− x1). Since 
1f0 a depends not on y1 but on
yp1 , we can conclude that 
1f0a − 
2f0a for any a¿ 0; a 	= 0modp is 0 and −f1(z)
depends not on z1 but on z
p
1 .
The expression for f1 substituted the equality y1;;1 = 0 for any (; 1) 	= (0; 1), is
denoted by
∑
bi(x1;;1) · ypi1 . We can kill the term b1 · yp1 · (y2 − x2) by using the
cocycle b1 · (yp1 · (y2 − x2)− yp2 · (y1 − x1)).
Then we can use the inductive step as in the case l¿ 3 by using the cocycles
!(1;0 ;s1);(1;0 ;s2);2, and we can reduce f into the following form:
f0 +
∑
fps(y2 − x2)ps ;
where f0 is independent of the variables x2 and y2. Then we obtain the following:∑
a
(
1f0 a − 
1f0 a) · za1 −
∑
a

3f0 a · ya1 +
∑
a

4f0 a · ya1
+
∑
s¿0
(fps(y)− fps(z)) · (y1 − x1)ps = 0:
Here f0 a is independent of the variables x2 and y2. Seeing the cross terms of the
variables y1 and z1, we can conclude that fps is independent of the variable y1.
Then a similar argument to that in the case l¿ 3 works. Thus we are done.
2.4.3. The case !0 	= 1
First we give the outline of the argument of this subsubsection. Let f be a cocycle.
We develop the expression for f in the variable; f =
∑
f1 · yal . We delete the term
(f1|y=0) ·y1l in the expression for f by using the known coboundaries. Then we obtain
the following equation by taking the coe3cient of z1l :
@f
@xl
+
@f
@yl
= 0:
Thus we know that f is of the form
∑p−1
i=0 fi · (xl − yl)i where fi are functions
on X (1) × X (1). We will show that fi = 0 (26 i6p− 1) and that f1 is of the form∑
f1; (!;;1; s)·yp
s
!;;1 where f1; (!;;1; s) are elements of C
1( MX ; K). Moreover f1; (!;;1; s)=0
unless !p
s ·!0 = 1. Most of the terms in f1 · (yl− xl)=
∑
f1; (!;;1; s) y
ps
!;;1 · (yl− xl)
can be deleted by using the regular cocycles referred. If we could delete f1 · (yl− xl),
we could reduce f to a cocycle f0 on X (1) × X (1). Then we would use the previous
argument for the variable xpl ; y
p
l instead of xl; yl, we would reduce f to a cocycle
on X (2) × X (2). Completing the inductive process, we would reduce f to a cocycle
on X ′ × X ′. Then the induction on the length of the quandle would proceed. Some
technical di3culties occur because we cannot delete yp
h
1 (yl − xl)p
s
and yp
s
1 (yl − xl)p
s
freely. Thus we consider the general equation (12) in the following.
Assume that 9= l. We have the following relation:

(xq1l x
q2
l ) = (!
q1 − 1) · xq1l · (yl − zl)q2 + (!q2 − 1) · (yl − zl)q1 · xq2l
+(1− !)q1 (1− !)q2 · (yq1+q1l − zq1+q2l ) + R1
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(yq1l y
q2
l ) = (!
q1−1) · !q1 · zq2l · (yq1l −zq1l )+(!q2 − 1) · !q2 · zq1l · (yq2l − zq2l )+R2

(xq1l y
q2
l ) = (1− !q1 )((yl − zl)q1zq2l − !q2 · zq1l (yl − zl)q2 ) + R3;
Here Ri contains one of xi; yi; zi (i6 l− 1). Thus the condition that al;s1 ;s2 = 0 for the
pairs s1¿ s2 implies that al;s1 ;s2 = 0 for any s1; s2. Thus we assume that 96 l − 1 in
the following.
We develop the expression for f in the variable yl; f =
∑
fa · yal . We prove the
following lemma in the next subsection.
Lemma 2.8. We can delete (f1|y=0)·yl in the expression for f by using the cobound-
aries.
Then we obtain the equation:
@f
@xl
+
@f
@yl
= 0:
Thus f is of the form f=
∑
06i6p−1 fi · (xl − yl)i, where fi (i= 0; 1; : : : ; p− 1) are
the functions on X (1) × X (1).
Lemma 2.9. It holds that fi = 0 for i¿ 2.
Proof. From the equation 
(f) =
∑
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yi − zi)p
s1 (yl − zl)ps2 , we obtain the
following equality:∑
i
(!0xl + (1− !0) · yl − xl−1 + yl−1 − zl)i · 
1fi −
∑
i
(xl − zl)i · 
2fi
−
∑
i
(!0(xl − yl)− xl−1 + yl−1)i · 
3fi +
∑
(xl − yl)i · 
4fi
=
∑
i6l−1; s1 ; s2
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yi − zi)p
s1 (yl − xl)ps2 : (22)
We take the coe3cients of zal (a ≡ 1modp) in the formula above, and then we obtain
the following:∑
i
i · (!0xl + (1− !0)yl − xl−1 + yl−1)i−1 · 
1fi −
∑
i
i · xi−1l · 
2fi = 0: (23)
Seeing the variable yl, we obtain fi = 0 for i¿ 2.
Then we obtain the following equality containing f0 and f1:

f0 + 
1f1 · (!0xl + (1− !0)yl − xl−1 + yl−1 − zl)− 
2f1 · (xl − zl)
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− 
3f1 · (!0(xl − yl)− (xl−1 − yl−1)) + 
4f1 · (xl − yl)
=
∑
i6l−1; s1 ; s2
ai; s1 ;s2 (yi − zi)p
s1 (yl − xl)ps2 : (24)
Lemma 2.10. The function f1 is of the following form:
f1 =
∑
f1; (!1 ;1 ;1;s1)(x1;;1) · yp
s1
!1 ;1 ;1
+
∑
i6l−2
ai;0;0 · yi+1:
Here f1; (!1 ;1 ;1;s1) = 0 if !0 · !p
s1
1 	= 1.
We also have the equality al−1;0;0 = 0.
Proof. Seeing the coe3cient of z1l , we can conclude that f1 is a function on MX × X .
Then the coe3cient of (xl − yl) is as follows:
(!0 − 1) · 
1f1 − !0 · 
3f1 + f1(x1;;1; y!;; j;ypl )
=
∑
i6l−1
ai;0;0 · (yl−1 − zl−1): (25)
Seeing the cross terms, we know that f1 is of the following form:
f1 =
∑
f1; (!1 ;1 ;j;s1) · yp
s1
!1 ;1 ;j
+ C:
Here f1; (!1 ;1 ;j;s1) and C are elements of the chain group C
1( MX ; K). Substituting it into
Eq. (25), we obtain the following:
(!0 − 1)
∑
f1; (!1 ;1 ;j;s1) · zp
s1
!1 ;1 ;j
−!0
∑
f1; (!1 ;1 ;j;s1) · (!1y!1 ;1 ;j+(1− !1)z!1 ;1− y!1 ;1 ;j−1 + z!1 ;1 ;j−1)p
s1
+
∑
f1; (!1 ;1 ;j;s1) · yp
s1
!1 ;1 ;j
=
∑
j¡l!1 ;1
((1− !0 · !p
s1
1 ) · f1; (!1 ;1 ;j;s1) · (y!1 ;1 ;j − z!1 ;1 ;j)p
s1
+!0 · f1;!1 ;1 ;j+1;ps1 · (y!1 ;1 ;j − z!1 ;1 ;j)p
s1 )
+
∑
(1− !0 · !p
s1
1 ) · f1; (!1 ;1 ;l!1 ;1 ;s1) · (y!1 ;1 ;l!1 ;1 − z!1 ;1 ;l!1 ;1 )p
s1
=
∑
ai;0;0 · (yi − zi): (26)
Note that if ai;0;0 	= 0, then !p
0+p0
0 = 1 which implies that the coe3cient of the
term (yl−1 − zl−1) in the left-hand side vanishes in any case. Thus we conclude that
al−1;0;0 = 0.
On the other hand, we conclude that f1; (!1 ;1 ;j;s1) =0 if !0 ·!p
s1
1 	= 1 or if !0 ·!p
s1
1 =
1; j¿ 2. Moreover, we know that C = 0, for we killed the term (f1|y=0)yl.
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We can kill the terms f1; (!1 ;1 ;1;s1) · yp
s1
!1 ;1 ;1
· (xl − yl), by the cocycles f1; (!1 ;1 ;1;s1) ·
!(!1 ;1 ;s1);(!0 ;0 ;0);l if one of the following conditions is satis'ed. Note that we take
l= l!0 ;0 = min{l!′ ;′}.
• (!1; 1) 	= (!0; 0).
• (!1; 1) = (!0; 0), s1 ¿ 0.
• (!1; 1) = (!0; 0), s1 = 0, and the number l is even.
Thus we reduced the cocycle f to the following form:
f0 + b0;0 · y1(yl − xl) +
∑
i6l−2
ai;0;0 · !−10 · yi+1(yl − xl):
Here f0 is a function on X (1) × X (1), the element b0;0 is contained in C1( MX ; K), and
b0;0 	= 0 implies that l is odd. The cocycle condition gives the following equality:

(f0) + !0 · b0;0 · (y1 − z1)(yl−1 − xl−1) +
∑
i6l−2
ai;0;0 · (yi+1 − zi+1)(yl − xl)
−
∑
i6l−2
ai;0;0 · (yi − zi)(yl−1 − xl−1)
=
∑
s2¿0
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yi − zi)p
s1 · (yl − xl)ps2 : (27)
Here f0 is a function on X (1) × X (1).
We use the inductive argument. For an integer u such that 06 u6 h, let us assume
that f is of the following form:
f=f0 +
∑
s(6)s2 ; s26u
bs1 ;s2 · yp
s1
1 (yl − xl)p
s2
+
∑
i6l−2; s26u
ai; s1 ;s2 · !−p
s2
0 · yp
s1
i+1(yl − xl)p
s2 :
Here f0 is a function on X (u) × X (u). Assume that it satis'es the following:

(f0) +
∑
s26u; s1(6)s2
bs1 ;s2!
ps1
0 · (y1 − z1)p
s1 (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2
+
∑
i6l−2; s26u
ai; s1 ;s2!
−ps2+ps1 · (yi+1 − zi+1)ps1 (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2
−
∑
i6l−2; s26u
ai; s1 ;s2!
−ps2+ps1 · (yi − zi)ps1 · (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2
=
∑
s2¿u
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yi − zi)p
s1 (yl − xl)ps2 : (28)
We use the previous argument for the variables xp
u
l and y
pu
l instead of the vari-
ables xl and yl. Then we obtain that al−1; s1 ;u = 0 and that f0 is of the following
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form:
f0 = f˜ 0 +
∑
!1 =!0
f˜ 1;!1 ;1 ;s1 · yp
s1
!1 ;1 ;1
(yl − xl)pu +
∑
bs1 ;u · yp
s1
1 (yl − xl)p
u
+
∑
i6l−2
ai; s1 ;u!
−1
0 · yp
s1
i+1(yl − xl)p
u
: (29)
We can kill the terms f˜ 1;!1 ;1 ;s1 · yp
s1
!1 ;1 ;1
(yl − xl)pu by using the cocycles f˜ 1;!1 ;1 ;s1 ·
!(!1 ;1 ;s1);(!0 ;0 ;u);r . We also can kill the terms bs1 ;u · yp
s1
1 (yl − xl)p
u
for any s1¿ u by
using the cocycles bs1 ;u·!(!0 ;0 ;s1);(!0 ;0 ;u);r if one of the following conditions are satis'ed:
• (!1; 1) 	= (!0; 0).
• (!1; 1) = (!0; 0), s1 ¿u.
• (!1; 1) = (!0; 0), s1 = u and l is even.
Thus f is reduced to an element of the following form:
f=f0 +
∑
s1(6)s26u+1
bs1 ;s2 · yp
s1
1 (yl − xl)p
s2
+
∑
i6l−2; s26u+1
ai; s1 ;s2!
−ps2
0 · yp
s1
i+1(yl − xl)p
s2 :
Here f0 is a function on X (u+1) × X (u+1). It satis'es the following:

(f0) +
∑
s26u+1
bs1 ;s2!
ps1
0 · (y1 − z1)p
s1 (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2
+
∑
i6l−2; s26u+1
ai; s1 ;s2!
−ps2+ps1
0 · (yi+1 − zi+1)p
s1 (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2
−
∑
i6l−2; s26u+1
ai; s1 ;s2!
−ps2
0 · (yi − zi)p
s1 (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2
=
∑
s2¿u+1
ai; s1 ;s2 · (yi − zi)p
s1 (yl − xl)ps2 : (30)
Completing the inductive process, we obtain the element of the following form:
f0 +
∑
s1(6)s2
bs1 ;s2 · yp
s1
1 (yl − xl)p
s2 +
∑
i6l−2
!−p
s2
0 ai; s1 ;s2 · yp
s1
i+1(yl − xl)p
s2 :
Here f0 is a function on X ′×X ′ and fs1 ;s2 are elements of the chain group C1( MX ; K).
It satis'es the following:

(f0) +
∑
s1(6)s2
bs1 ;s2!
ps1
0 · (y1 − z1)p
s1 (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2
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+
∑
i6l−2
ai; s1 ;s2!
−ps1+ps2
0 · (yi+1 − zi+1)p
s1 (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2
−
∑
i6l−2
ai; s1 ;s2!
−ps2
0 · (yi − zi)p
s1 (yl−1 − xl−1)ps2 = 0: (31)
Since the equality is for the functions on X ′, we know that ai; s1 ;s2 = bs1 ;s2 = 0.
Thus we have completed the reduction part in the case !0 	= 1.
2.4.4. Proof of Lemma 2.6
We develop the expression of f0 in the variables xl and yl−1; f0=
∑
f0 a b ·xal ybl−1.
Due to the coboundaries 
(h · xa+1l ), where h is independent of the variable xl, we can
assume that f0; a;1|y=0 = 0 if a 	≡ −1 (modp).
Next we see f0; a;1 (a ≡ −1modp; a 	= p − 1). We see the coe3cients of z1l−1 in
Eq. (17). Then we have the following equality:∑
a≡−1mod p

1f0; a;1|z=0 · (xl + yl−1 − xl−1)a −
∑
a≡−1mod p
(
2f0; a;1|y=0) · xal
− @f0
@xl
(!x!;; j − x!;; j−1;!y!;; j − y!;; j−1)− f1(x1;;1;y1;;1)
−
∑
ai;0;0 · yi+1 = 0: (32)
It is easy to see the following:(
a
p− 1
){≡ 0modp (a 	= −1modp);
	≡ 0modp (a ≡ −1modp):
We substitute the value xl−1 = 0 into Eq. (32), to see the coe3cient of x
p−1
l y
a−(p−1)
l−1 .
Note that the third term does not contain xp−1l . Thus the expression x
p−1
l y
a−(p−1)
l−1
appears only in the 'rst term. Hence we obtain the following equality for any a= lp−
1 (l¿ 2):
f0; a;1(!x!;; j + (1− !)y!;; j − x!;; j−1 + y!;; j−1; 0)|xl−1=0 = 0:
Since (xl−1 + yl−2 − xl−2)|xl−1=0 contains the independent variable yl−2, it can be
concluded that f0 a 1|y=0 = 0 if a 	= p− 1.
Lastly we see the case a=p− 1. The argument in the case a= lp− 1 (l 	= 1) gives
the following equality:
f0;p−1;1(!x!;; j + (1− !)y!;; j − x!;; j−1 + y!;; j−1; 0)|xl−1=0
−f0;p−1;1(x!;; j; 0)|xl−1=0 = 0: (33)
Thus we obtain that f0;p−1;1(x!;; j; 0) is independent of the variables x!;; j (! 	= 1)
and x1;; j (j¿ 2). Substituting this into Eq. (32), we obtain the following
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equation:
−@f0
@xl
(!x!;; j − x!;; j−1;!y!;; j − y!;; j−1)− f1(x1;;1;y1;;1)
+f0;p−1;1(x1;;1; 0) · ((xl + yl−1 − xl−1)p−1 − xp−1l )
−
∑
ai;0;0 · yi+1 = 0: (34)
The equation has no solution if al−2;0;0 	= 0 and p¿ 2, since we have already killed
the terms f0; a;1|y=0=0 for any a 	= p−1. We also can kill the term f0;p−1;1xp−1l yl−1
by the cocycles f0;p−1;1 · !(1;0 ;1);(1;0 ;1);l when l= 2; 3.
Thus f has the following description:
f= g+
∑
s¿0
fps(x1;;1; y1;;1) · yp
s
l + f1(x1;;1; y1;;1) · (yl − xl)
+
∑
i6l−2
ai;0;0yi+1(yl − xl) +
∑
i; s1(6)s2 ;
0¡s2
ai; s1 ;s2y
ps1
i+1y
ps2
l
+
f0;p−1;1(x1;;1; 0)
p
((
xl+
l−1∑
i=1
yi
)p
−
(
l∑
i=1
xi
)p
−
l−1∑
i=1
ypi +
l−1∑
i=1
xpi
)
: (35)
Here g is the function on X (1) × X ′.
Hence the proof of Lemma 2.6 is reduced to the following lemma.
Lemma 2.11. The function f0;p−1;1 in Eq. (35) is 0 if l¿ 2; p 	= 2 or l¿ 3; p= 2.
Proof. We have the following equality:


(
1
p
((
xl +
l−1∑
i=1
yi
)p
−
(
l∑
i=1
xi
)p
−
l−1∑
i=1
ypi +
l−1∑
i=1
xpi
))
=
1
p
(
l−1∑
i=2
((xi + yi − xi−1)p − (xi + zi−1 − xi−2)p)
−
l−1∑
i=2
((yi + zi−1 − yi−1)p + ypi )
)
: (36)
We develop the expression for g in the variable yl−1; g =
∑
ga · yal−1. We have the
following equality:
−f0;p−1;1 1p
(
l−1∑
i=2
((xi + yi−1 − xi−1)p − (xi + zi−1 − xi−1)p)
−
l−1∑
i=2
((yi + zi−1 − yi−1)p + ypi )
)
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=
∑

1ga · zal−1 −
∑

2ga · zal−1 −
∑

3ga · (yl−1 + zl−2 − yl−2)a
+
∑

4ga · yal−1 +
∑
s¿0
fps(x1;;1; z1;;1) · (yp
s
l−1 − z p
s
l−1)
+ (f1(x1;;1; z1;;1)− f(x1;;1;y1;;1)) · (yl−1 − zl−1)
+ 



∑
i6l−2
ai;0;0 · yi+1(yl − xl) +
∑
i; s1(6)s2 ;
0¡s2
ai; s1 ;s2 · yp
s1
i+1y
ps2
l


−
∑
ai; s1 ;s2 (yi − zi)p
s1 (yl − xl)ps2 : (37)
The case p¿ 2: First we see the coe3cient of zal−1. Then we know that ga(a¿ 0; a 	=
ps) is independent of the variables x!;; j (! 	= 1) and x1;; j (j¿ 2). In particular, gp−1
does not contain xl−1. Then we substitute the value yl−2 = 0 into Eq. (37). The
right-hand side does not contain the term yp−1l−1 zl−2. On the other hand, the left-hand
side contains it. Thus we can conclude f0;p−1;1 = 0.
The case p = 2; l¿ 3: Seeing the coe3cient of zl−1yl−1, we know that al−2;0;0 =
0. Seeing the coe3cients of z1l−1, we know that g1 is independent of the variables
x!;; j(! 	= 1), x1;; j(j¿ 2;  	= 0) and xj (j¿ 3). In particular, g1 does not contain
xl−1. Then we can conclude f0;1;1 = 0 as in the case p¿ 2.
Hence we completed the proof of Lemma 2.11.
2.4.5. Proof of Lemma 2.8
We develop the expression for f in the variables xl and yl; f=
∑
fa;b ·xal ybl where
fa b is independent of the variables xl and yl. We can kill the terms (fa;1|y=0) ·yl (a 	=
−1modp) by using the coboundaries 
(h·xa+1l ). Then we obtain the following equality
by taking the coe3cients of z1l :
0 =
∑
a≡−1 mod p

1fa 1|z=0 · (!xl + (1− !)yl − xl−1 + yl−1)a
−
∑
a≡−1 mod p
(
2fa 1|z=0) · xal
− (1− !0) ·
(
@f
@xl
+
@f
@yl
)
(!x!;; j − x!;; j−1;!y!;; j − y!;; j−1): (38)
We prove that fa;1|y=0 = 0 above. The function f can be decomposed by the total
degree of the variables xl and yl, i.e., f =
∑j0
j=0 gj.
Assume that fj1−1;1 	= 0 for some j1 ≡ 0modp, and we derive a contradiction.
Clearly it holds that j16 j0. First we consider the case j1 = j0. We take the terms of
total degree j0 with respect to the variables xl and yl in Eq. (38). Then we obtain the
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following equation:(
@gj0
@xl
+
@gj0
@yl
)
(!x!;; j − x!;; j−1; !0xl;!y!;; j − y!;; j−1; !0yl)
+ (
1fj0−1;1|z=0) · (!xl + (1− !)yl)j0−1 − (
2fj0−1;1|z=0) · xj0−1l = 0: (39)
We use the variables x˜l = xl; y˜ l = !xl + (1− !)yl. Then we obtain the following:(
@g˜j0
@x˜l
+
@g˜j0
@y˜ l
)
(!x!;; j − x!;; j−1; !0x˜l;!y!;; j − y!;; j−1; !0y˜ l)
+ (
1fj0−1;1|z=0) · y˜j0−1l − (
2fj0−1;1|z=0) · x˜j0−1l = 0: (40)
If j0 	= p, the equation implies that fj0−1;1|y=0 =0. If j0 =p, the equation implies that

1fj0−1;a|z=0−
2fj0−1;a|z=0 = fj0−1;1(!x!;; j + (1− !)y!;; j+ y!;; j−1−x!;; j−1; 0)
−fj0−1;1(x!;; j; 0) = 0: (41)
It implies that fj0−1;1 is independent of the variables x!;; j if ! 	= 1. It implies that
!j00 = !
p
0 = 1, which contradicts the assumption that !0 	= 1.
Next we consider the case j1 ¡j0. We take the terms of total degree j0 with respect
to the variables xl and yl in Eq. (38), then we obtain the following:(
@gj0
@xl
+
@gj0
@yl
)
(!x!;; j − x!;; j−1; !0xl;!y!;; j − y!;; j−1; !0yl) = 0: (42)
Thus gj0 satis'es the following:(
@gj0
@xl
+
@gj0
@yl
)
(!x!;; j−x!;; j−1; !0xl−xl−1;!y!;; j− y!;; j−1; !0yl−yl−1) = 0:
(43)
Hence f−gj0 satis'es Eq. (38). Seeing inductively, we can reduce our problem to the
case j0 = j1, which was shown before.
3. H 3(Zp[T ]=(T − !);Zp) for ! = 0; 1
3.1. The in7nitesimal quandle equation
The third result in this paper is the calculation of H 3(Zp[T; T−1]=(T − !)). We
continue to use the identi'cation of the functions on the set X and the polynomials.
But the method to calculate the second quandle cohomology is not su3cient in this
case. We need a systematic method to construct some torsion cohomology classes with
integer coe3cient. For that purpose we consider the in'nitesimal quandle equation
below. The main result of this subsection is the existence part of Proposition 3.1.
Let k be a 'eld of characteristic 0, and k[T1; : : : ; Tn] be the polynomial ring of
n-variables. Let ! be an element of k which is not neither 0 nor 1.
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We put Cn(k) := k[T1; : : : ; Tn]. We have the complex C∗(k) =
⊕
Cn(k) with the
di>erential 
 : C∗ → C∗+1. For any f∈Cn, 
(f) is de'ned as follows:

(f)(T1; : : : ; Tn; Tn+1)
=
n+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1f(!T1 + (1− !)Ti; : : : ; !Ti−1 + (1− !)Ti; Ti+1; : : : ; Tn+1)
−
n+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1f(T1; : : : ; Ti−1; Ti+1; : : : ; Tn+1): (44)
We call it the quandle complex. We denote the di>erential as 
n. Note that it is di>erent
from 
i (i=1; 2; 3; 4) in the previous section. We do not anticipate any confusion from
this notational lapse.
For an element f∈CN (k), we consider the di>erential 
n for 'rst n variables; i.e.,
we put as follows:

n(f)(T1; : : : ; Tn+1;Tn+2; : : : ; TN+1)
:=
n+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1f(!T1 +(1− !)Ti; : : : ; !Ti−1 +(1− !)Ti; Ti+1; : : : ; Tn+1;Tn+2; : : : ; TN+1)
−
n+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1f(T1; : : : ; Ti−1; Ti+1; : : : ; Tn+1;Tn+2; : : : ; TN+1): (45)
In this situation, we divide the variables by the semi-colon ‘;’.
Let f be an element of the ring k[T1; : : : ; Tn]. The condition 
f = 0 is called the
quandle equation. From the quandle equation, we obtain the following equation for any
f∈Cn:
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1 @f
@Tn
(!T1 + (1− !)Ti; : : : ; !Ti−1 + (1− !)Ti; Ti+1; : : : ; Tn; Tn+1)
−
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1 @f
@Tn
(T1; : : : ; Ti−1; Ti+1; : : : ; Tn; Tn+1)
+ (1− !)(−1)n
n∑
i=1
@f
@Ti
(!T1 + (1− !)Tn+1; : : : ; !Tn + (1− !)Tn+1) = 0:
(46)
In particular, we obtain the following equation by substituting Tn+1=0, which is called
the in'nitesimal quandle equation:
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1 @f
@Tn
(!T1 + (1− !)Ti; : : : ; !Ti−1 + (1− !)Ti; Ti+1; : : : ; Tn; 0)
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−
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1 @f
@Tn
(T1; : : : ; Ti−1; Ti+1; : : : ; Tn; 0)
+ (1− !)(−1)n
n∑
i=1
@f
@Ti
(!T1; : : : ; !Tn) = 0: (47)
If an element f satis'es the quandle equation, then f also satis'es the in'nitesimal
quandle equation.
Note that the quandle equation and the in'nitesimal quandle equation are homoge-
neous. So the quandle complex can be divided by the total degrees:
(Cn; 
) =
⊕
d
(Cnd; 
); C
n
d := {f∈Cn(k) |deg(f) = d}:
First we note the following.
Lemma 3.1. If !d 	= 1, then the complex (Cnd; 
) is acyclic.
Proof. It follows immediately from the quandle equation.
In the rest of this section, we will assume that !d = 1. We also assume that the
characteristic of the 'eld k is 0. For any element f∈Cnd, we obtain the restriction
r(f)(T1; : : : ; Tn−1) := f(T1; : : : ; Tn−1; 0)∈Cn−1d . If f is a cocycle, then r(f) is also a
cocycle.
Lemma 3.2. A solution f∈Cn of Eq. (46) whose restriction r(f) is a cocycle satis7es
the quandle equation.
Proof. We only have to integrate Eq. (46) by Tn with the given initial condition at
Tn = 0.
For any element f∈Cn, we put as follows:
N˜ (f)(T1; : : : ; Tn−1;Tn) :=
@f
@Tn
(T1; : : : ; Tn−1; Tn);
N (f)(T1; : : : ; Tn−1) := N˜ (f)(T1; : : : ; Tn−1; 0):
Thus we obtain the morphism N : Cn(k)→ Cn−1(k).
The following proposition is the main purpose of this subsection which gives us a
method to obtain a cocycle concretely.
Proposition 3.1. For any cocycle g∈Cn−1 and a polynomial V ∈Cn−1, there exists
the unique cocycle f∈Cn satisfying the following:
r(f)(T1; : : : ; Tn−1) = g(T1; : : : ; Tn−1); N (f)(T1; : : : ; Tn−1) = V (T1; : : : ; Tn−1):
The explicit form of f is given by formula (49) below.
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Proof. We put Df :=
∑ @f
@Ti
. Eq. (46) can be rewritten as follows:

n−1N˜ (f)(T1; : : : ; Tn;Tn+1) + (−1)n(1− !)
·Df(!T1 + (1− !)Tn+1; : : : ; !Tn + (1− !)Tn+1) = 0: (48)
The in'nitesimal quandle equation can be rewritten as follows:

N (f)(T1; : : : ; Tn) + (−1)n(1− !) · Df(!T1; : : : ; !Tn) = 0:
So we obtain the following equation:

V (T1; : : : ; Tn) + (−1)n(1− !) · Df(!T1; : : : ; !Tn) = 0:
From this and the initial condition at Tn = 0, we obtain the following:
f(T1; : : : ; Tn) = g(T1 − Tn; : : : ; Tn−1 − Tn)
+
∫ Tn
0
Df(T1 − Tn + t; : : : ; Tn−1 − Tn + t; t) dt
= g(T1 − Tn; : : : ; Tn−1 − Tn)− (−1)
n
1− !∫ Tn
0

V (!−1(T1 − Tn + t); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1 − Tn + t); !−1t) dt: (49)
By the formula, the uniqueness follows.
For any cocycle g∈Cn−1d and any V ∈Cn−1, we put f as above. Then f satis'es the
in'nitesimal quandle equation. We have to prove that f satis'es the quandle equation.
We only have to verify Eq. (48).
It is easy to see that the following holds:
Df(T1; : : : ; Tn) =−(−1)n(1− !)−1 · 
V (!−1T1; : : : ; !−1Tn):
The following holds:
@f
@Tn
(T1; : : : ; Tn) =−(−1)n(1− !)−1 · 
V (!−1T1; : : : ; !−1Tn) + (−1)n(1− !)−1
∫ Tn
0
(
n−1∑
i=1
@(
V )
@Ti
)
(!−1(T1−Tn + t); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1−Tn + t); !−1t) · !−1 dt: (50)
Thus we obtain the following:
@f
@Tn
(T1; : : : ; Tn) =−(−1)n(1− !)−1 · 
V (!−1T1; : : : ; !−1Tn) + (−1)n(1− !)−1
∫ Tn
0
D(
V )(!−1(T1 − Tn + t); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1 − Tn + t); !−1t) · !−1 dt
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−(−1)n(1− !)−1
∫ Tn
0
@(
V )
@Tn
(!−1(T1 − Tn + t); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1 − Tn + t); !−1t) · !−1 dt
=− (−1)n(1− !)−1 · 
V (!−1(T1 − Tn); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1 − Tn); 0)
−(−1)n(1− !)−1
∫ Tn
0
@(
V )
@Tn
(!−1(T1 − Tn + t); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1−Tn + t); !−1t) · !−1dt:
(51)
We have the following equality:
@(
n−1V )
@Tn
(T1; : : : ; Tn)
=
n−2
(
@V
@Tn−1
)
(T1; : : : ; Tn−1;Tn)
+(−1)n−1(1− !) · DV (!T1 + (1− !)Tn; : : : ; !Tn−1 + (1− !)Tn): (52)
Thus we obtain the following:
@(
n−1V )
@Tn
(!−1(T1 − Tn + t); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1 − Tn + t); !−1t)
=
n−2
(
@V
@Tn−1
)
(!−1(T1 − Tn + t); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1 − Tn + t);!−1t)
+ (−1)n−1(1− !) · DV (T1 − Tn + !−1t; : : : ; Tn−1 − Tn + !−1t): (53)
We have the following equality:

n−1V (T1; : : : ; Tn−1; 0) = 
n−2V (T1; : : : ; Tn−1; 0) + (−1)n−1(V (!T1 : : : ; !Tn−1)
−V (T1; : : : ; Tn−1)):
Thus we obtain the following:

n−1V (!−1(T1 − Tn); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1 − Tn); 0)
=
n−2V (!−1(T1 − Tn); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1 − Tn); 0)
+ (−1)n−1(V (T1 − T2; : : : ; Tn−1 − Tn)− ! · V (T1 − Tn; : : : ; Tn−1 − Tn))
= 
n−2V (!−1(T1 − Tn); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1 − Tn); 0)
+ (−1)n−1(1− !) · V (T1 − Tn; : : : ; Tn−1 − Tn): (54)
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In all, we obtain the following:
@f
@Tn
(T1; : : : ; Tn) =−(−1)n(1− !)−1(
n−2V (!−1(T1 − Tn); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1 − Tn); 0)
+(−1)n−1(1− !) · V (T1 − Tn; : : : ; Tn−1 − Tn))
− (−1)n(1− !)−1
(∫ Tn
0

n−2
(
@V
@Tn−1
)
(!−1(T1−T2 + t); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1−Tn + t);!−1t) · !−1 dt
)
− (−1)n(1− !)−1(V (T1 + (!−1 − 1)Tn; : : : ; Tn−1 + (!−1 − 1)Tn)−V (T1−Tn; : : : ; Tn−1−Tn))
=V (T1 +(!−1 − 1)Tn; : : : ; Tn−1 +(1− !−1)Tn)+:
(55)
Here  is de'ned as follows:
 := (−1)n+1(1− !)−1
n−2V (!−1(T1 − Tn); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1 − Tn); 0)
+
∫ Tn
0

n−2
(
@V
@Tn−1
)
(!−1(T1 − Tn + t); : : : ; !−1(Tn−1−Tn + t);!−1t) · !−1 dt:
(56)
Note that 
n−1(T1; : : : ; Tn;Tn+1) = 0. Thus we arrive at the following equality:

n−1N˜ (f)(T1; : : : ; Tn;Tn+1) + (−1)n(1− !) · Df(!T1 + (1− !)Tn+1; : : : ; !Tn
+(1− !)Tn+1) = 0:
Remark 3.1. Assume that g and V in the previous proposition satis'es the following:
• It holds that g(T1; : : : ; Tn−1) = 0 if Ti = Ti+1 for some i or if Tn−1 = 0.
• It holds that V (T1; : : : ; Tn−1) = 0 if Ti = Ti+1 for some i.
Then f obtained satis'es the following: It holds that f(T1; : : : ; Tn) = 0 if Ti = Ti+1 for
some i. The claim follows the formula in the proof of the proposition.
The following proposition is of independent interest.
Proposition 3.2. The complex (Cnd; 
) is acyclic. As a corollary, the quandle complex
(C∗; 
) is acyclic for any 7elds with characteristic 0.
Proof. We use the induction on n. Assume that the claim holds for each n′¡n, and
we will prove that it also holds for n.
Let f be a cocycle in Cn+1. The uniqueness property in the previous lemma says
that f is determined by r(f) and N (f). So we only have to construct an element
g∈Cn satisfying the following conditions: (a) r(
(g))= r(f) and (b)N (
(g))=N (f).
Under the assumption !d =1, we have r(
(g)) = 
(r(g)). Thus the condition (a) is
the condition only for r(f), and we can take such r(g) due to the induction hypothesis.
We have the equality:
N (
(g))(T1; : : : ; Tn) = 
(N (g))(T1; : : : ; Tn) + (1− !)D(g)(T1; : : : ; Tn):
We only have to integrate such equality.
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3.2. A calculation
We calculate the third Zp-cohomology group of the 'nite Alexander quandle X =
Zp[T ]=(T − !), where ! 	= 0; 1. Our third main theorem is the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let ! be an element of Zp such that ! 	= 0; 1, and X =Zp[T ]=(T −!)
be a 7nite Alexander quandle with the natural quandle structure. If ! 	= −1, then
the third quandle cohomology group H 3(X;Zp) vanishes. If ! = −1 	= 1, then the
dimension of the third quandle cohomology group H 3(X;Zp) is 1.
We prove the theorem in the remainder of the subsection. We also give an example
of the cocycle generating the cohomology group in the case of ! = −1. We use the
result in the previous subsection for the construction of the cocycle.
For the calculation, we use the following identi'cation:
Cn(X;Zp) =
{∑
ai1 ;i2 ;:::;in
∏
h
xihh | ai1 ;i2 ;:::;in ∈Zp; 06 ih6p− 1
}
:
We put as follows:
Cn;d(X ) :=
⊕
06d′6n(p−1)
d′≡dmod p−1
Cnd′(X ); C
n
d′(X ) :=
{∑
ai1 ;i2 ;:::;in
∏
h
xihh |
∑
ih = d′
}
:
The complex C∗;d is acyclic if !d 	= 1 as usual. Thus we only have to calculate the
third cohomology group of the complex C∗;d(X ) such that !d = 1. Note that d 	= 1.
We have the decomposition C3;d(X )=C3d(X )⊕C3d+p−1(X )⊕C3d+2(p−1)(X ). So any
element f∈C3;d(X ) have the decomposition f = fd + fd+p−1 + fd+2(p−1).
Proposition 3.3. If d 	= 2, the third cohomology group of the complex C∗;d(X ) van-
ishes.
Proof. We use the notation in the previous subsection, in particular 
2. For an element
f = fd + fd+p−1 + fd+2(p−1), we put d(f) = max{d′ |fd′ 	= 0}. We develop the
expression for fd′ in the variable x3, i.e., fd′=
∑p−1
i=0 fd′;i(x1; x2)x
i
3. If f is a cocycle,
we have the following equality:

(f)(x1; x2; x3; x4) =
∑
d′ ; j

2(fd′;j)(x1; x2; x3) · xj4
−
∑
d′
fd′(!x1 + (1−!)x4; !x2 +(1−!)x4; !x3 + (1− !)x4)+
∑
d′
fd′(x1; x2; x3) = 0:
(57)
Lemma 3.3. Let f be a cocycle. If the term fd(f);1 = 0, then f = 0.
We have the in'nitesimal quandle equation Dfd(f)(x1; x2; x3) = 0 by taking the top
degree term of the coe3cient of x14. Note that this equality holds as polynomial of the
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coe3cient Zp. Any polynomial solutions, whose degree is less than 3(p − 1), of the
equation are of the following form:
h(x1 − x3; x2 − x3) + h1(x1 − x3; x2 − x3)xp3 + h2(x1 − x3; x2 − x3)x2p3 :
Note that the degree of f with respect to each variable xi is less than p− 1.
Assume d(f) = d + 2(p − 1). Then it holds that h = 0. It implies the degree with
respect to x3 is larger than p, which cannot occur. Thus the degree d(f) is strictly
less than d+ 2(p− 1), and hence it holds that h2 = 0. From Equality (57), we obtain
the inequality deg(
2(fd(f))(x1; x2; x3; 0))¡d(f).
The case d(f) = d + p − 1: Note that the term xd(f)−11 x2 does not appear in the
polynomial h, for we have d(f)− 1¿p− 1. Thus we have the in'nitesimal quandle
equation Dh(x1; x2) = 0. It implies that h= (x1− x2)d−1Q2(xp1 ; xp2 ). Since the degree of
h for each variable xi is less than p− 1, thus it holds that Q2 = 0, and thus h=0. By
considering the degree of xp3 in the expression of fd(f), we obtain fd(f) = 0.
The case d(f) = d: It holds that 
2(h) = 0. Thus h is a coboundary whose degree
is d. Hence the following holds for some C:
h(x1; x2) = C((!x1 + (1− !)x2)d − xd1 ):
Then the following is obtained:
f(x1; x2; x3) = C((!x1 + (1− !)x2 − x3)d − (x1 − x3)d):
Taking the coe3cient of x13, we obtain the following equality:
Cd((!x1 + (1− !)x2)d−1 − xd−11 ) = 0:
It implies C = 0. Thus we arrive at the conclusion.
By the lemma, if an element f is a cocycle, then we have the inequality d(f)6d+
p− 1.
The case d(f)=d: We can kill the any terms xi1x
j
2x3; (i+ j=d− 1) by considering
the coboundaries 
(xi
′
1 x
j′
2 ) (i
′ + j′ = d). Thus we can conclude that any cocycles with
d(f) = d are coboundaries.
The case d(f)=d+p−1: We can kill the terms xi1xj2; (i+j=d+p−1; i6p−2). Let
f be a cocycle such that fd+p−1;1 is of the form Cx
p−1
1 x
d−1
2 . We have the in'nitesimal
quandle equation:
deg(
(fd+p−1;1)(x1; x2; x3)− (1− !)Dfd+p−1(x1; x2; x3))6d:
Namely we obtain the following equality of the polynomials:
0≡−(1− !)Dfd+p−1(x1; x2; x3) + C(!x1 + (1− !)x2)p−1xd−13 − Cxp−11 xd−13
−C
∑
06i6p−1
06j6d−1
06i+j6p−1
(−1)i
(
d− 1
j
)
!−i−j−1(1− !)i+jxp−1−i1 xd−1−j2 xi+j3 + Cxp−11 xd−12 :
(58)
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We put h(x1; x2) = fd+p−1(x1; x2; 1). Then we obtain the following equality:
0 =−(1− !)((1− x1) @h@x1 + (1− x2)
@h
@x2
+ (d− 1)h)
+C(!x1 + (1− !)x2)p−1 − Cxp−11
−C
∑
06i6p−1
06j6d−1
06i+j6p−1
(−1)i
(
d− 1
j
)
!−i−j−1(1− !)i+jxp−1−i1 xd−1−j2
+Cxp−11 x
d−1
2 : (59)
We put x′1 = x1 − 1; x′2 = x2 − 1. Then we obtain the following equality:
0 =−(1− !)(−Dh+ (d− 1)h)
+C(!x′1 + (1− !)x′2 + 1)p−1 − C(x′1 + 1)p−1 + C(x′1 + 1)p−1(x′2 + 1)d−1
−C
∑
06i6p−1
06j6d−1
06i+j6p−1
(−1)i
(
d− 1
j
)
!−i−j−1(1− !)i+j(x′1 + 1)p−1−i(x′2 +1)d−1−j:
(60)
Note that the following holds when i + j = d− 1:(
−x 

@x
− y 

@y
+ (d− 1)
)
xiyj = 0:
Thus the total degree (d− 1)-part in the right-hand side of Eq. (60) is
(−1)d−1C(!x′1 + (1− !)x′2)d−1 − (−1)d−1Cx
′ d−1
1 − (−1)d−1!−1C(x′1 − x′2)d−1
+ (−1)d−1C(x′1 − x′2)d−1
=(−1)d−1C(!−1(x′1 +(!−1−1)x′2)d−1−x
′ ;d−1
1 − (!−1 − 1)(x′1 − x′2)d−1):
(61)
If d 	= 2, then it implies that C = 0. Thus we can conclude that any cocycle f such
that d(f) = d+ p− 1 is a coboundary.
The proposition implies that the vanishing of the third cohomology group in the case
! 	= 0; 1;−1.
The remaining case is that ! = −1. Due to the proof of the previous proposition,
if we have the non-trivial cocycle, then its total degree of is d + p − 1 = p + 1.
We consider the morphism  of the space of the cocycles to the space 〈xiyj | i + j =
p; i; j6p− 1〉, by taking the coe3cient of the coe3cient of z1. Due to Lemma 3.3,
it is injective. We consider the homomorphism  of the space of the elements of P2
whose total degree is less than p + 1, to the space 〈xiyj | i + j = p; i; j6p − 1〉, by
taking the degree p-part of the coe3cient of z1 in the polynomial 
(f(x; y))(x; y; z),
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i.e., 
(f)(x; y; z) = A0 +(f)z+ · · ·. The dimension of H 3(Zp[T; T−1]=(T +1);Zp) is
(dim Im ( )− dim Im ()), which is dominated by (p− 1− dim Im ()) = 1. Thus we
only have to construct a cocycle of total degree p+1 contained in P3 whose coe3cient
V (x; y) of z1 is not contained in the image of .
For any homogeneous V of degree p, we put as follows:
f(x; y; z) = (1− !)−1
∫ z
0

V (!−1(x − z + t); !−1(y − z + t); !−1t) dt:
It gives the non-trivial cocycle in C3(Q), as already seen in the previous section.
For example, we take V=xyp−1−x2yp−2. Note that V (x; x)=0. Thus f is contained
in P2(Q).
Lemma 3.4. The function V = xyp−1 − x2yp−2 is not contained in the image of .
Proof. Assume that V is contained in the image of . Then there is g∈C2 of degree
p + 1 such that the coe3cient of z1 in the expression for 
(g)(x; y; z) is V . Since
the total degree of g is p + 1, the coe3cient of y1 in the expression for g is 0
due to the restriction of the degree with respect to each variable. Then we obtain the
equation @g=@x + @g=@y = V . But the equation has no solution. Thus we arrive at the
contradiction.
Since the coe3cient of z1 in f is V , we can conclude that f obtained from V is
non-trivial cocycle. The function f can be calculated directly. We have the following:

V (x; y; z) = (−x + 2y)zp−1 − xzp−1 − (−x + 2z)(−y + 2z)p−1 + xyp−1
− (−x + 2y)2zp−2 + x2zp−2 + (−x + 2z)2(−y + 2z)p−2 − x2yp−2
= (−x + 2y)zp−2(x + z − 2y) + xzp−2(x − z)
+(−x + 2z)(−y + 2z)p−2(y − x)− xyp−2(x − y): (62)
Thus we have the following equality:

V (!−1(x − z + t); !−1(y − z + t); !−1t)
= ((x − z + t)− 2(y − z + t))(−t)p−2(−(x − z + t)− t + 2(y − z + t))
− (x − z + t)(−t)p−2(−(x − z + t) + t)
+ ((x − z + t)− 2t)(y − z + t − 2t)p−2(−y + x)
+(x − z + t)(−y + z − t)p−2(−x + y)
= (y − x)(2tp−1 + 4tp−2(y − z)− (x − z + t)(y − z + t)p−2
−(−x + z + t)(−y + z + t)p−2): (63)
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Thus we obtain the following explicit description:
f(x; y; z) = (y − x)
(
2
p
zp +
4
p− 1 z
p−1(y − z)
− 1
p− 1(y
p−1x + (−x + 2z)(−y + 2z)p−1)
+
1
p(p− 1)(y
p + (−y + 2z)p)
)
: (64)
We can check that the coe3cients of the polynomial f belongs to (p−1)−1Z. Thus
we can take the reduction of f in the Zp-coe3cient. Thus we completed the proof of
the theorem and the construction of a non-trivial cocycle.
Satoh and Shima have found applications for this 3-cocycles in their studies of
2-knots. In some cases, it detects non-invertibility, and in others it can be used to
determine the minimal numbers of triple points of projections of certain knot spheres.
(See [7] and [8]).
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